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BRITISH soldiers hope
to give the German
army a "Japanned"
finish in the near future.
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RUSSIANS HAKE A
DECIDED

GAI

IN EAST
TEUTON'S GRIP
SEEMS

IN ALSACE, ALSO,

TO BE LOSING
TENACITY

ITS

London, Nov, 9. At three joints iu
the area of hostilities, at Silicia, in
east Prussia, and in Alsace forces of
the allies were on German soil today,
and for the first time since the oit'
break of hostilities conditions seen!d
to presage, in the opinion of British
military observers, a reversal of thd
role of the contending armies.
Up to the present time Germany has
been fighting in the territory of her
enemies, but now she would appear
to be more or less seriously menaced
from the east by the victorious Russian armies, the advance guard of
which are less than 200 miles from
Berlin. It is true that there was a
brief Russian invasion of east Prussia during the early stages of the
war, while the French have for a
long time held their position in Alsace but the latest development in
the Russian advance, if the interpretation placed on it in London is net
wrong, is the most important of the
campaign up to the present time.
It is mere speculation of course, to
eay Germany may be forced forthwith
to retire from Belgium, cr even cease
her offensive in thist arena. In certain areas of France and Belgium the
allies are taking a vigorous offensive,
tut it is too early yet to predict that
Germany will not renew her smashing
tactics in an effort to break through
the line and that there will not be
much hard fighting around Ypres.
In any event German retirement
from Belgium probably would be ver'
elow, as the forces of Emperor William have made the entire country behind their battleline one vast fortification, with their trenches even
more carefully prepared than thofee
they are still holding in France.
With Tsing Tau under Japanese administration and the reieaaa ior other
service of the Japanese and British
vessels used in the capture of this
German stronghold, there should be a
sharp impetus to, naval actuality in
the far east, as these vessels may now
center their attention upon the roving
German cruisers which have been bo
successful in their operations against
British shipping.

Emden's Narrow Escape
'.'

Tendon, Nov. 9. A Sydney, N. S.
W., dispatch to the Evening News says
,
that, the skipper of the steamer Hat-marriving from Singapore, reports

that after the German cruiser Emden's success in sinking the Russian
and French warships at Penang, the

j

EARLY IN ROAD

TWO SLEEPING

RACE

CHILDREN

EVENT

OLDFIELD

Three points today stand out in the news of the war in Flanders the
Germans, undaunted by past failures to break through to the Straits of
Dover, have launched their expected new attack, regarded by the allies as
their supreme effort.
In Russian Poland the immense armies of the Russian empire are
pushing forward with surprising speed, threatening the Germans on home
soil. From Tokio comes the report that a Japanese army may be sent to
the west to take its part with the British, French and Belgians in the
struggles on the battlefield of Europe.
Military observers agree that the war has entered upon a crucial stage
and that the next week may mark a definite turn In the course of events.
In French opinion the Germans must either win their way to the English
channel or fall back. For that reason interest attached to today's official
French statement, which indicated the beginning of the onslaught for
which the Germans have been preparing during the last few days. Fresh
troops and new guns from the Krupp works have been rushed to the line
o battle from Dixmude southward across the French border to Arras. The
Germans have struck their first blows at Dixmude and in the regions of
Ypres, and the French war office announces that their attacks have been
repulsed.
Slow progress for the allies along the greater part of the line from
Dixmude to theLys is claimed by the French. Over the remainder of the .
disputed territory across France the situation has not changed materially,
although the French report that new German attacks in Alsace have been
checked.
The rapid clearing of Germans from Russian Poland has left to the east
ern campaign a degree of interest no less than that which attaches to the
fighting In the west. Unofficial reports from Petrograd indicate that the
vast Russian military organization is at last uhder way in full force, and
that the German and Austrian armies are being opposed with enormous
Russian forces. Berlin admits that the Russians are now well beyond the
River Warthe, which roughly makes the eastern boundary of Germany.
The Russian advance, unless checked, may hav an Important bear
ing upon fighting In the west, possibly compelling Germany to withdraw
troops from France and Belgium. It is suggested that Russia may delay
h her long cherished purpose of swing- ing down to the Bosphorus.
movement
to accomplis
her forward
No developments of importance are reported from the east. The Rus
sian general staff in Caucasia announced that a Turkish attack on the Russian position at Koprukeiua was repulsed with heavy losses for the enemy.
The Russian Black sea fleet has renewed bombardment of towns along the
coast of Asia Minor.
The suggestion that Japan send an army to Europe has not yet taken
tangible form, but Tokio reports that the idea is attracting attention and
finds support in military circles. The sending of a Japanese army to the
west would be a movement without precedent and one which would em
phasize the extent of the conflict Into it already have been drawn Turkos
soldiers ojf India.
from Africa and the
The Panama canal may be put to the usage of war for the' first time,
should representations which reached New York today prove true. Seven
British warship were said to be on their way to the canal, presumably proceeding to the Pacific coast of South America to avenge the defeat of the
British cruisers by German warships.
American military observers whothus far have been unable to view the
fighting, may now have a glimpse of this war.: The French war office has
relaxed its strict orders and will permit observers from neutral countries
to go to the front.
-
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"On our left wing the Germans have
undertaken again an offensive movement on Dixmude and in the region
Particularly to the southeast of Ypres thsir attacks have been
everywhere repulsed.
"At the end of the day, referring to
the entire front between Dixmude and
the Lys, we have made progress along
the major part of the line. Nevertheless, our a'dvance is slow on account
of the strong organization of the
enemy already has had time to effect
around hi points of support. Since
the beginning of the fighting further
operations have made opinion differ
regarding the line between Lys and
of Ypres.

German warship and two 8toreship3
were overtaken by a British cruiser.
The speedy Emden fled, but the Brit Oise.
sank one store ship
ish man-o-w"On the center along the Aisne the
;nd captured the other.
set forth in official communiprogress
"
"
cations yesterday haa been maintainGerman Attacks Repulsed
ed. In the Argonne and the vicinity
acParis. Nov) 9. The official an of Verdun there have been only
minor
of
tions
importance.
nouncement given out by the French
war office this afternoon says that "On our right wing in Lorraine
the German offensive lias been' re- there, is nothing to report. In Alsace
newed at Dixmude and in the region fresh attacks on the part of the Ger-madirected against the heighls of
of Ypres and that to the southeast, of
Ypres all the German attacks have Moi'nt Sainto Marie have a sain, resulted for them in a decided check."
been repulsed.
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ILL HEALTH THOUGHT TO HAVE GUTIERREZ IS SAID TO HAVE REUNBALANCED
MOTHTHE
SIGNED AS PROVISIONAL
ER'S MENTAL FACULTIES
PRESIDENT

Burs tow,
al Nov. 9. With R C.
Washington, Nov. 9. iState departTURKISH VESSELS ATTEMPT TO Durant driving car No. 2 out in front
Late this afternoon the coro- ment advices today discredit the reSTOP BOMBARDMENT, BUT
with a margin of eix minutes the lead f ner's jury viewed the bodies of
ports that General Gutierrez had reARE UNSUCCESSFUL
era In the seventh Los Angeles-Phoenithe victims of the Clevenger
signed as provisional president
cf
'
trans-deserace are strung out
Mexico or that he had been imprisoned
tragedy and was shown that the
turning. Along the south Polish fron this afternoon on the roughest going
for refusing to obey th Villa fac
girl, Madeline had received three
tier the Russians attacked the Aus of the desert, bound for the first con
small bullet wounds in the left
tion.
trian rear guard at Pihszow, which trol, Needles, on the Colorado river.
breast and the boy, Iouis, was
Official dispatches from Aguas Ca-commands an important crossing on
shot twice, near the heart. Tha
Barney Oldfield, driving No. 6, arlientes late yesterday say said that
the upper Vistula, 23 miles from Cra rived here first, 136 miles from Lob
wounds are close together, show- the convention and Gutierrez were
cow.
Angdes, a.t 9:10 a. m. His elapsed
ing that the weapon had been
working in harmony and awaiting Ca- It is assorted here that a general time was 3 houra and 40 minutes.
held close to the little bodies.
rranza's reply to the messages sent
retreat of the Austrian forces on CraOlin Davis, No. 4, was m second, 3
It is the opinion of the doctors
late last week to notify him r,; the aa- - '
cow as a new base is now apparent.
hours and 43 minutes from Los Anin charge that Mrs. Clevengtr
tion of the assembly in deposing him.
will recover. At about 3:30
geles. Durant's time here was 3 hours
Five days, which will expire at
41 minutes but he went through in
o'clock this afteirnooa she was
o'clock tomorrow night, were set f a hurry, leaving- Oldfield, who stopped
Shelled the Bosphorous
the limit. Oarranza has, therefor
resting easily Her husband, who
for new fuel supplies. Beudet, who
arrived this afternoon, was at
until tomorrow night to decte wheth
Nov.
O.j-Thcruis
Paris,
protected
left Los Angele3 first, checked in
her bedside. She was talking
r
he will recognize the sovereignty
ers Kagul; an I'saYy;: Morkoria of the fourth.
;
,
the
the convention or be ejected by th
rationally and informed
j
Russian Black sci fleet bombarded "Nineteen cars
were in" the race at
nure 'that she had planned the
army under the convection order.
the Straits of Bosphorous and the coal this
deed for the past seven months.
stage, but four were badly danir
Two Americans KTSIed
depots off Eregli Saturday, according aged and are not expected to reach
There la no doubt that the worn- The state department had no re
to announcement made today at Con the next
an was insane, it Is said
control, 167 .miles away.
execution of two
port of the
stantinople and forwarded by the cor
The coroner's inquest was still 4 American reported
anJ
Men"
cowboys.
Hurt
of
Three
the
at
Bishop
Athens.
Temps
respondent
In session late this afternoon in
near
Chihuahua.
Eckles,
The Kurish fleet went out to meet
the office of Justice D. R, Mnr- Three drivers hurt were the casualThe conveion at Aguas Calientca
the Russian warships, but soon
ties up to this period. F. J. Pink,
ray.
A number of vessel at the
has appointed Enrico C. IJorente as
whose car was ditched 15 mike out
its agent in Washington. He will arport of Eregli, which is 128 miles of Los
Angeles, is in a 'hospital at Apparently while suffering from a rive in a few
nodtheast of Constantinople, were dedays. He was consul
San Bernardino, but not seriously sudden attack of mental testability.
El Paso during the Madero adminat
stroyed during the bombardment by hurt.
Sprague and Backius, whose Mrs. J. R. Clevenger, earlv this morii- istration and once was indicted for
the Russians.
car, No. 16, overturned In the desert, ipg, shot, and killed her daughter MaMexicans on American soil
were painfully bruised but contimud deline, aged 9 years, and her sm recruiting
to fight Orozco.
7.
after which die turned
in the race with their damaged car.
Louis, aged
Aeroplanes Are Seen
Dispatches from American Consul
the weapon upon herself, inflicting a
The list of entries follows:
9.
Nov.
Silliman
Published
at, Mexico City today mad
reports
Paris,
iNumiber, driver) and mechanises
I, wound that Is expected to prove fatal
that French aeroplanes; are never Beaudet and McConners; 2, C. Durant The tragedy occurred at the Cleven- no mention of the reported occupation of the citadel by General Obre-seen above the French lines, while and R.
Lawrence; 3, E. Sebneik and ger homei, 2'i0 Grand avenue. It was
many machines of the enemy are con C. Schneik; 4, O. Davis and Aley; 5, not discovered until after It o'clock gon.
General Carranza, however, niak
stantly reconnoitering over the heads Oldfield and Hill; 6, D. Anderson and this morning when Mrs. S. E. Tripp,
of the French soldiers, has brought F. Redford; 7, W. Carlson and 0. a neighbor, went to the house to de no reference to the demand made
forth d, defensive official explanation Hesse;?;8,L,-ijNikren- t
upon him that those Mexicans whc
and Janowski; liver a bottle of milk;"
of the operations of the French avia 9, Wygand and Parris; 10, Kincaid
iirk. Tripp knocked 'upon' the door have been in the, employ of! the Amertion corps. The report setsTorththat and Kreehwood; 11, Snow pnd Ken- and received no answer. She rappe-.- ican authorities at Vera Cruz be given
French aviators are operating not dall; 12, W. Taylor and Rex; 13, a second time and the reply was a guarantees of protection. Tn decre
was issued at Corbodav where General
only on the German lines, but consid blank; 14, Faulke and Hahn; 15, H. feeble call from Mrs. Clemen s;er.
Carranza is in conference with a comerably to the rear of them. The names Ellis and Belds; 16, Spragme , and
"Are you ill?" asked Mrs. Tripp.
of the aviators are never mentioned
"Yes," answered Mrs. Clevenger, ap mittee of Ayuas Calientes convention.
Bueklus; 17, J. Burns and McMaster;
The preface to the decree refers t
officially, but their exploits have been IS, Pink and Eley; 19, Bramlette airl pearing at the door in a
r J
"
none the less numerous and brilliant.
the
petition circulated in Vera Crua
21.
and
nightgown.
Chevrolet
Angle;
Nelson; 20,
'The children; where are they?" asking the American forces to wiih- DuBois and Caminnetl.
asked Mrs. Tripp, who wa3 grea.lyidraw from that city, and says that,
Germans Leave West
Belgian Statement
since the residents of Vera Cruz hav
shocked and frightened.
Started in the Mud
Havre, Nov. 9. The Belgian govern
No. 9 (via London)
answered Mrs manifested a willingness to reject tha
"Here
Amsterdab,
are,"
they
ment issued the following today:
The correspondent of the Tijda at
Los Angeles, Nov. 9. Twenty cars Clevenger, supporting herself by lean- protection demanded for them by tha
"The situatiop at Nieuport is sta
)
out of Los Angeles today on ing heavily upon articles of furniture United States, the chief of the congays:
darted
Antwerp
tionary with slight advantage to us.
"The movement of German troops the seventh annual road race to Phoe- as she "led the way to the bedroom. stitutionalists is disposed to havw
On the remainder or the front almost
from the western theater of war, on nix, Ariz. A heavy rain starting at At the door of this apartment Mrs. their wishes fulfilled. The preface i
complete quiet prevails.
a big scale, is. now progressing. A 3 a. m. turned streets and roads into Clevenger fell to the floor. Mrs. Tripp, calculated to show that t' e M
"The enemy still occupies on the
.
large number appear to have been rapid water courses, but that hardly in assisting her to the bed, was hor people acted on their o n r'
right bank of the Yser several points withdrawn from the. YBer.
not
racers
f'oui
the
of
at
because
of
thecovers
diminished the speed
pressure
rified to find, buried in
of support which have been cannonad
with the start.
and plastered with blood, the body of lngton.
"Long military trains filK-ed by our artillery. Dixmude has been
men and munitions are moving into
While Carranza was is v ; tl i
The first car, manned, by T. J. Beau- the little girl. la a smaller bed she
bombarded by the enemy."
of
and
Brussels
M.
in the character of t'.e cbn f
cree
as
McConners
det
and
wheel
way
the
at
the
found
the
by
little
Germany
boy. Apparently
;
relief driver, started at 5:30- o'clock. children had been dead for several ecutive, General Obregon sd c
; a
Russians Are Winning
members of the committee appointed
The others followed at two minute in- hours.
Garrison
the Aguas Calientea convention to
German
9
this?"
did
"Who
demanded
Nov.
Mrs,
Escapes
terval.
by
London).
(via
Petrograd,
inform Carranza ot the rUxt u
Three days of varied driving over Tripp.
What is declared here as a continued
Washington, Nov. 9. The German
'1 did it," Mrs. Clevenger is declar- Eulalio Gutierrez as provi-!oni- l
an irresistible offensive move of the garrison at Tsing Tau Is to be formal- speedway, desert, mountain and
pip
streams face the pilots. Six ed to have replied weakly. ' I thought dent were insisting in j ' ' ' t
Russian army resulting in the evacu ly surrendered to the investing allied
miles of the I would go with them, out I'm still mentji that the convention, was in
ation of Poland by the Germany, is re forces of Japan, and England today, hundred and twenty-thread- hardest racing the "desert
classic" here." And she gave a sickly smile.
estabaa
state
sovereign body and Gutierrez1 thel
to
successfully
dipartment
ported today
according
head of the nation.
has ever offered will bo divided into
Bought a Revolver
lishing itself in German territory at vices.
Carranza met the conn
,
Mrs. Tripp then drew forth the en15 miles west of the Rus
The department has no confirma- three spurts.
n
frontier.
Tonight the racers will go Into con. tire story of the ghastly ded. Mrs. in the conference the lattPr tr
tion of a report that a great part of
In addition the Germans are said to the German garrison scaped but it is trol at Needles, Cal., 300 miles away Clevenger apparently entirely ration in tneir icmana that in,
be generally relinquishing- their stand pointed out that it would be compar- Tuesday night they will rest at Pres- - al, described a trip to the down town of the convention arid t 9 IHSI
along the Warhe river. This advance atively easy for them to make their cott, Ariz. Wednesday morning they district on Wednesday, when she pui' of Gutierrez be proc'aii
General Carranza frar
was accomplished, it is stated, by the way, with German pilots, through the will make the last dash of 134 miles! chased a pair of shoes for her eon
Russian cavalry movement in out- - mine fields which have kept off the for the money prizes of $5,750 and for On the same afternoon ehe went to the with this plan and wtt'i
flanking the German left.
Japanese cruisers, to Chinese terri- fhe medal and title of "master driver store of F. J. Gchrlng and purchased pressed doubt of the as
Russian penetration of German ter tory. All such refugees must be in of the world," the reward of the Phoe- a .32 caliber revolver. She snhl ehc committee that Gtw-did this to replace a weapon that ha-.- j tired from his. et ntrs
ritory extends to Pleschen, Prussia, ternet! until the end of the war if nix winner.
northwest of Kalisze, upon which lat- China is to avoid complication with
ter point the Germans appear to be Japan.
(COBtlimed on Pasre
(Continued on page Four)
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The text of the communication

DEFEND SELF

SPEED DEMON IS NOT MAKING SHE LIES AT DEATH'S DOOR ON IF
HIS ANSWER IS NEGATIVE,
TIME LIKE HE FORMERLY
A BED IN THE LAS V EGAS
THE MILITARY CHIEFS WILL
HOSPITAL
DID, HOWEVER
ATTACK HIM

A

STRAITS

IS

HER WOUND

UK

CA1ANZA GIVE!

THREE DRIVERS GO OUT IN THE MRS. J. R. CLEVENGER ' TURNS
FIRST LEG OF LOS ANGELES-PHutNIWEAPON UPON HERSELF,

M2?

gsauBds

TODAY'S DEVELOPMENTS
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Sale of "Wooltex" and

JA

In Unmistakable Way She Begs Risht

to Care for the Unfortunate

A

COPPER

III

TIP

Waife.

"Printzess" Suits all
This WeelT

r

nature freak has developed In the
little town of Brookline, N. H., which
for five days attracted wide attention,
according to the Boston Globe. were
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Campbell
disturbed by peculiar Bounds, which
from the floor. After
much exploring, Mr. Campbell traced
the sound to the chimney, ana openbottom a
ing the flue, found at the
chimney swallow's neBt containing
four fledgling birds.
The nest had become dlsloagea ana
fallen to the base of the chimney,
where the mother bird refused to go.
The little birds were not more than
day old.
He carried the nest outaoors, wondering what disposition to make of it
He felt something rub against his leg,
and looking down, found one of his
big prize hens.
The old bird was acting strangely,
and Mr. Campbell imagined that she
was looking longingly at the young
swallows which he carried. He walked
toward the henhouse, and the big mra
little
kept close. Finally he put the
swallows In a nest, and Immediately,
with a happy cluck, the old hen took
A

Put that new Suit on your "Do it now" list, and let it be a
"Wooltex." Exclusive styles, handsomely tailored we have the very
wear. If
Suit here for you, and with a guarantee for two years
or Coat
Suit
rail
your
have
purchasing
reason
delayed
you
for any
don't put it off longer; buy it now and here. You'll be doubly
make.
pleased with the garment you get, and at the saving you

he had us spotted from the
start, but be was a good fellow and
never let on. He let us trim a sheepman out of a thousand.
"It was hard work, for the sheepdid not
he
and
was
foxy
chaperon
want to play with our cards, tie
it
bought a pack from the porter and
was straight playing, but we were two
to one and we got it.
"Towles got us in the smoker and
suggested that If the porters carried
marked decks It would be pretty soft
for anybody who didn't like to bet on
a full house against fours. That's all
he said, but he explained that he had
road-- put
charge of all the cars on that
up all the supplies.
"We looked Interested in the details,
but we didn't bite until we got back to
ChicaEO and found out he was what
he said he was and not a railroad detective. Then we flopped and Towles
was reasonable.
"He could put marked decks on
every car that carried them, and all
He
hA want nd was ten per cent.
didn't even ask us to wear cash reg-

I guess

HEN NURSES BABY SWALLOWS

By

EPES WINTHROP SARGENT.

(Copyright.)
"Now you come!" cried Grlscom, as
the porter appeared in the doorway
of the smoking compartment of the
and an
sleeper with a whisk-brooexpectant smile.
"Yassir. Mos' in now, sir," with a
glance out of the window where the
proclaimed tne
strings of cattle-car- s
railroad environs of Chicago.
'You ought to be all in," grunted

STILL DEPEND

ON

CAVALRHj

Observers Were Wrong Who SalJ
That Armlet Soon Would Get
Along Without That Arm.
The horse is holding his own in the
Dispatches mention
present war.
"clouds of cavalry" screening the Ger
man advance. Parties of uhlans scout
far and wide picking up Information,
which is sent back to the main body.
From East Prussia, from Galicia and
from Belgium come reports of cavalry
m. t
engagemeuis. mai uuuyuia
eyes and ears of armies is an old say
ing that is beiug verified every day.
The aeroplane is very valuable, and sols the automobilo. but neither displaces
the cavalry. Cavalry can act on the in- - i
formation they gather in an instant,
they can see and strike simultaneously. Plowed ground that might stall an
auto is no obstacle whatever to capa- ble cavalry intelligently commanded.
All great armies cherish their mount- ed troops, and make provision for re--,
mounts. If the cavalry competition,
depends on the supply of horseflesh
Russia has a great advantage over an
other European nations. It is estimated that within the czar's dominions
million
are more than thirty-thre- e
s
of which are in
horses,
European Russia. According to the
latest available statistics Germany ha&
4,500,000 horses, France about 3,300.-00- 0,
Austria-Hungar- y
3,800,000
and.
Great Britain nearly 2,200,000. The- United States, with more than 20,000,-00- 0
horses, is admirably qualified toi
become a great cavalry country.

j

Giiscom, and the portbr laughed as
he gave me a perfunctory brush-of- f
the Quarter he had seen In my
for
OUR $40.00 to $45.00 SUITS. . .$30.00
hand.
OUR $29.50 to $37.50 SUITS. . .$25.00
I had come on the train at Omaha
that morning, but Grlscom told me he
OUR $23.50 to $27.50 SUITS. . .$19.75
had come from the coast. Coast pas
OUR $14.50 to $18.50 SUITS. . .$12.25
sengers should be good for a dollar, lgterg
at least. As tipping time approaches
"Well, Don had a friend who made
a porter would regard even the query beautiful ink. It wasn't the sort they
g
This Smart
chicken as rare sell suckers and come-on-s
of the
who answer
humor.
ads. but the real goods. It cost us ten
DRESSES.
$23.50
OUR $27.50 to $37.50
Grlscom was standing with a hand dollars for about a teaspoonful, but
Dress
Ladies
OUR $19.50 to $25.00 DRESSES. $16.75
ful of money he had Just taken from it blended perfectly with the print
and the porter's ing.
his trousers-pocket- ,
OUR $12.50 to $17.50 DRESSES. $10.50
is included with many other
gleamed, for there were gold
It took us three weeks to mark np
eyes
nnsaesslon.
OUR $ 6.50 to $ 7.50 DRESSES. $ 1.90
..
1
in the mass of quarters and a stock, and then we had to wait until
pieces
carea
iu
ior
the
in
she
five
chic
For
days
styles
stunning
and Griscom selected one ol hA cars were stocked.
That was
baby swallows. Every day hundreds halves,
VoiaLoadin5ton
has
thenand
these.
of
weeks,
Butterick
another
couple
new December
of visitors came to see the strange
Quietly Griscom sorted out the gold Just as though luck was made to oto
miles
drove
Summer
people
Bight.
In his waistcoat pocket rderI got a tip from Pickering, the
Fashion Sheet. You may
see the hen feed the baby birds and and put it
a silver dollar re chap in New York I told you of once
he
while
regarded
cuddle them under her wings.
"Bonanza."
call at our Butterick, Pattern
on the porters
The
South SidoRaja
that Bob Brown was headed for
grin
ftectively.
to
went
EstoUishod 1668
The sixth day Mr. Campbell
The word "bonanza" is of Spanish
still
he
but
was
less
face
home.
expansive,
the poultry yard and found that the
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much handling by curious
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Strange as It may seem, the larger
the Commercial club, appointed other
That night, as he came Into the un made them sure that Don was wise
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lobby of the little family and on the level.
pretentious
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number and. others, tP attend to healthy American
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that they are almost
From all parts ef America the gifts availing
was In Chicago, no one would have and If the train had run off the track
everything from meeting the visitors
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of America have come to the Jason, and even far form afforded by
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Get Salt by Sun Evaporation.
on a charge of importing Chin- made of steel throughout.
"Man, he was a rotten thief, that's
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Despondency Due to Indigestion
about your housework, you think of knows my reason for hating the por from those centuries when the EngCITROLAX
Is a new one on the lish and the Normans were slowly
The large attendance at the last
you wish to write. Make a ters. This boy
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AMERICAN LABOR FEDERATION

h

war.
Of 'the Clayton bill

the

council's

statement says that it "contains the
most fundamental, the most comprehensive enunciation of industrial freedom, found in any legislative act in
the history of the world" and that it
was obtained through the "organized
economic power" represented by the
workers of the United States.
Discussing economic organization as
the key note of the federation's
thought and effort, the council expressed pride in the report of progress transmitted "at a time when
most of the civilized countries are
submerged by a worldwide war" while
In the United iStates "on every hand
the workers are Insisting upon the
maintenance of organization and resistance to deterioration of present
working conditions," "Organized lay
fcor" It adds, "has assisted the effort
to mitigate the industrial disorganisation and losses entailed by the Eu'
ropean war."
"Before the war," it continues, "the
thought and effort of civilization were
centered upon the development and
Klorification of human life. One life
was counted of infinite value. But
Bine the cataclysm that brought war
between the nations, men are treated
aa only military pawns. Things are
power.
valued for their
Cuns are worth more than nion."
The war Is said to be the product
of "artificial conditions and policies
and repugnant to the thought and political progress of the age; lut so Tar
we have made little progress In
agencies for organizing international relations to maintain peace
and Justice. The war has shown that
war cannot he stopped by resolutions
and that war cannot put an end to
itself. War will cease only when society is convinced that human life is
really sacred and when society establishes agencies, international as well
as national for protecting lives."
Summing up steps that may foe taken toward the abolishment ,of war,
the report continues: ;
"Militarism and competitive armament must be abolished and tribunals
for- - awarding justice and agoncles for
inenforcing determinations must be
and
interests
stituted. International
issues exist Political Institutions
should :be established corresponding
to political developments. Those most
interested should lead in demands for
world federation and the rule of reason between nations. The working
people of all lands bear the brunt of
war. They do the fighting, pay the
war taxes, suffer most from the disorganization of industry and commerce which results from wcr."
Turning to the Mexican situation
the report makes public a tetter from
President Gompers to Rafael Zubaran,
"United States Representative, Mexican Constitutionalists," datel July 15,
of this year, saying the federation
more than any other. American agency except the government i f the United States, aided the success of the
"prospective government" and urges
the withdrawal of the avowed declaration of "those who speaic or assume
to speak in the name of General Car- g

ranza" that "retribution of the most
dracenian character" would be visitfor the
ed upon those responsible
overthrow of Madero. iSuch a with
drawal, the letter added, would have
a tranquilizing effect and tend "to
unite the people of Mexico in support
of an orderly government."
The report adds: "Ve extend to
the people of Mexico under this ne-regime our felicitations and our best
hopes for their welfare and progress."
Lengthy presenttions were made of
conditions in mining fields In West
Colorado,
Michigan and
Virginia,
of the cormuch
Montana, Including
respondence exchanged between operators, employes and officials of the
federal and state governments. Summing up the general situation the report says:
"The various different movements
of the miners for improved conditions
have been more conspicuous this past
year than those of any olher organization.
This Is due to the intensity
with which the struggles have been
waged, amounting In each instance
practically to civil war; to the number
of human beings to whom the strug
and
gle meant privation, suffering
losses.
"Land holding conditions involved
in some mining districts have enabled
what
the operators to establish
amounts to a feudal operating system
for the mines. They own vast tracts
of lands, hundreds and even thousands
of square miles in extent on which
the mines are located. The mining
companies own and therefore control
all roads that traverse land. They
own the houses In which the miners
live; the villages made up of thesj
minersf the school houses to which
their children must go for mental
training; the" churche which minister
to their spiritual needs; lha stores
from which they buy thoir clothing;
the pt.st- foo and other necessitiesof flees where they get their mail,
money orders and conduct their crude
bunkng transactions. Rvjry detail oi
n.fnlng life Is under supervision of the
mine operators through their pewtr
of ownerthlp. In time Df ftriko the
mine operators have the powor of
eviction and have forced hundreds of
strikers and their families to seek
shelter in tent coolnies, with the con
stant danger of exposure. There can
br no real freeom under such condi
tions of industrial tyranny. .
"In addition to, problems arising
from feudal ownership of land, the
onerators have assumed police power.
to
They employ armed mine girnrds
maintain their regulations end to
guard mine property. In times of Indus
trial peace, the mine guards serve as
police and prevent 'undesirable persons from trespassing upon the land
of the mining companies. The elastic
term Trespass has been interpreted
to mean all manner of organizing
in times of induitrial dis
putes the mine guards are increased
nd more heavily armed. These con
ditions beget violence and industrial
disputes in many of these districts
are now practically civil war.
"The use of armed troops by mme
operators and the power resulting
from ownership of large tracts oi
continuous territory and the subversion of civil government to military
rule are some of the most serious of
modern industrial problems. We
and urge that the various
state federations of labor endeavor to
secure legislation prohibiting this brn
practice which is subversive of all
industrial justice and freedom."
Statistical reports show the mem
v
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of communication will wires
for telegraphic and telephonic purposes; the field equipment consists
almost in entirety of portable wireless
telegraph outfits. In other countries
portable equipments of this character
have been cumbrous and far from
handled. The German engineer
easily
Evidence
Worries Overcome,
has, however, worked hand in glove
Brushed Away. The
with the service man, and the kaiser's
Skin Cleared.
forces are now equipped with a means
of communication which is so light
and portable that a motor-cycliwith
could readily transport one
a side-ca- r
of the smaller outfits some two hundred miles in a day. The short-ranginstruments will send and receive over
an average distance of 35 miles.

Blcsd Dastrccticn

THE WAR IS CONDEMNED BY THE
Philadelphia, Nov. 9. Pronouncing
the passage of the Clayton trust bill
as organized labor's greatest single
accomplishment for the last year, the
executive council of the American
Federation of Labor presented its annual report today to the thirty-fourtconvention of the federation here. The
voluminous document covers every
question which has affected labor during the year, including the European
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FOLEY CATHARTIC TABLETS
There are. many times when one
man questions another's actions and
motives. Men act differently under
different circumstances.
The ques
N MAINE WOODS tion is, what would you do right now
if you had a severe cold? Could you
do better than to take Chamberlain's
Cough
Remedy? It is highly recomHow a Game Warden Was Saved
mended by people who have used it
From at Least a Bad
for years and know its value. Mrs.
O. EL Sargent, Peru, Ind., says, "ChamClawing.
berlain's Cough Remedy la worth its
weight In gold and I take pleasure in
recommending it" For sale by all
HUNTER'S FINE SHOT dealers.
Adv
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Machine Guns Destructive.
Many reports of the war in Europe Shoots the Animal Between the Eyes
With Revolver ae the Beast Wag In
speak of the terribly destructive fire
of the machine guns, and in view of
the Air Springing Toward HI Comthese events the following facts from
fi. S. 8., the famous blood purifier, is
panion.
man's architect. It contemplates the dam- the special war edition of the Scientific
It also American are of unusual interest:
age done and repairs the damage.
looks after the possible, damage and corBangor, Me. The life of Game WarWith each regiment of infantry there
rects all tendency to blood eruptions, decay
den E. S. Hodgklns was saved recently
or
a
platoon company equipped in the woods near here
of bones, clogging of joints and any and belongs
by the quickall of those myriad of destructive effects with two or four machine guns. These
such as rheumatism, catarrh, swollen glands,
machine guns generally Are the same ness and unerring aim of William
sore throat, bronchial affections and the
Ryer, proprietor of a set of sporting
host of Infirmities so well known as being ammunition as is used for the rifle of
at Hound Brook lake. The two
Damps
the
Are
caused by Impure blood. And now, why
it
army, but
should 3. S. S. do all this? Simply because
from clips or belts containing 30 to men had been hunting wildcats with
It Is Nature's antidote, a remedy of search- 250
dogs and had killed two of the anirounds each.
ing influence. It contains a powerful, natmals. They were standing under a
most
The
of
notable
these
to
machine
the
ural Ingredient, that sweeps its way
tree
when Mr. Ryer chanced to look
skin. And In doing tills It not onl7 anniare
the Hotchkiss (French) and
guns
hilates destructive germs but causes them Vickers
upward.
the
former
(English),
firing
to be so converted that they are easily
Perched on a branch, directly above
and harmlessly voided, expelled or de- from clips containing 250 cartridges.
stroyed and then driven out through the The rate of Are of these guns is about the game warden, was another cat, as
natural outlets of the body. Thus let four hundred to five hundred shots large again as either of those that had
S. S. S. be your safeguard In all bltod
been killed. The animal was creeping
It per minute.
troubles no matter what they are.
These rifles are transported either slowly forward, his lips drawn back
won't fall you. Get a bottle todny of any
on light wheeled mounts or packed on over his glittering teeth, and the look
druggist but refuse any and all substitutes.
of a demon in his savage face. Just
Get in communication with the medical mules or horses. Their prime object
department. Write The Bwlft BpeclHc Co., Is to be able to take up a position and as Ryer's eye caught the cat the ani54 Swift Bids., Atlanta, Ga. This special be able to deliver an overwhelming mal gave a start and leaped full for
advisory work on blood troubles has been volume of fire where needed.
Warden Hodgklns, still unconscious of
benefit and has cured a
of incalculable
his danger. Ryer, shouting a hasty
host of sufferers.
cry of warning, whipped his 38 caliber
Queer Superstition.
From April until October the hot revolver from his holster and fired
bership this year to total 2,1)20,671 as season prevails in India, and the while the cat was In the air. The bul
against 7,9996,004 last year. The one womenfolk and children of the Eng- let struck the animal between the eyes
cent assessment fund to defray ex- lish soldiers stationed there are sent and he dropped on the snow, dead.'
penses of the United Hatters and con- to certain hill stations to escape the
"It was the closest call I ever had
and I never want another like It,"
tempt cases shows that of ?1 5,018, the terrific heat of the plains.
One of the hill stations is Mount Warden Hodgklns said in telling of
sum of $14,752 las been expanded, the
Abu, Rajputana, which somewhat re- the affair.
to
item
fees
largest
being attorneys
sembles a sanatorium. Native superWhile Warden Hodgklns was snow- Alton B. Parker for both case3, abount- - stition has it that the "sanatorium"
is
a swamp between
shoeing
J0.547.
this
to
issued
('barters
ing
built on the "horns of a cow," and If Forest andthrough
Eaton last winter he found
year to various unions numbered 2!5. beef were to be brought to the station the carcasses of two
deer, nearly detheir gods would be insulted and an voured
He hastened to
wildcats.
by
earthquake would most surely result Forest, whore he told William Ryer,
These native superstitions are re- who
CONTEST
has hunted the animals for 61
spected, of necessity, by the British, years in Nova Scotia, and who has
so the Inhabitants have to content
killed many of them, as well as bears,
WILL BE HAKO FOUGHT themselves with mutton.
In this vicinity.
Even beef extract cannot be bought with his dogs
Mr. Ryer has some valuable hunting
in the place, and a steady diet of muta full blooded Nor
ENTRANTS ARE COMING IN FROM ton for six months is the uninterest- dogs, including
bear dog, a half Norwegian
wegian
menu
the
ing
confronting
unhappy hound
ALU PARTS OF STATE OF
and an all English hound, the
dwellers lnthese.
NEW MEXICO
latter having the most experience with

Best Cough Medicine for Children

"Three years ago when I was living
in Pittsburgh one of my children had
a hard cold and coughed dreadfully.
Upon the advice of a druggist I pur-

chased a bottle of Chamberlain'
Cough Remedy and it benefited him
at once. I find it the best cough medicine for children because it Is pleasant to take. They do not objeuc to
taking it," writes Mrs. Lafayette Tuck.
Homer City, Pa. Thi3 remedy con
tains no opium or other narcotic, and
may be given to a child as confidently
as to an adult. Sold by all dealers.
Adv.

SOUTHERN

DOCTORS MEET
Va., Nov. 9. The an

Richmond,
nual convention of the Southern Medical association, which pened here
today, brought together a large num
ber of the couth's most prominent
medical men Discussions of medical
subjects will occupy the meetings this
afternoon, Tuesday and Wednesday.
W. T. Huchens, Nicholson, Ga.. had
a severe attack of rheumatism. Hie
feet, ankles and joints were swollen,
and moving about was very painful.
He was certainly In a bad way when
he started to take Foley Kidney Pilla
He says, "Just a few doses made me
feel better, and now my pains and
rheumatism are all gone and I sleep
all night long." O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store Adv.

HOMEOPATHS AJ BALTIMORE
Baltimore, Md,, Nov. 9. The South

ern Homeopathic goctety opened tta
annual convention here this morning
with a large attendance. The Wash
ington Homeopathic society is aiding
the Baltimore society in entertaining;
the guests and .providing speakers and
subjects.
"
You will like

their positive action.
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The oratorical declamatory contest
to be held during the New Mexico
Educational association will be the
the largest ever held. Already there
are 14 high 'schools in the high school
section that have Indicated their intention of sending representatives to
both the oratorical and declamatory
contests. The declamatory contest Is
a new feature this year and is taking
well. It is planned next year to di
vide the declamatory contest into two
sections, one for the girls who will
give dramatic readings and one for
the (boys Will give (memorized ora
tions.
This year an eqiUal number of
schools are entering the declamatory
contest in the high schools. The following schools have said that they
would be in both contests. Albuquer
que, Socorro, Raton, Koswell, Artesia,
Elida, Las Cruces, Santa Fe, East Las
Vegas, Tucumcari and Portales high
schools, the preparatory department
of the Las Vegas Normal, the State
Agricultural college, the Menaul Presbyterian school, Albuquerque, the Sil
ver City Norm al prep aratory depart
ment.
Undoubtedly others will mter be
fore the final contest is held at Albuquerque, November 25.
In the college oratorical contest
there are more entries than last year
ia fact all the institutions of high
er learning in the state will enter.
These are the University of New Mex
ico; the State Agricultural College,
the. New Mexico Military institute, the
Las Vegas and Silver City Normals.
Superintendent W. O. Hall of Ros- well, who is chairman of this section,
states that the oratorical declamatory
section has grown so large that It will
be impossible to hold the whole contest in oen evening and that arrange
ments are being made for more time
at the association.
Pupils and schools that rater will
he more than repaid for the time and
expense of entering the contest. Near
ly all the progressive schools of the
state recognize this and are entering.
The growth of this section reflects the
attitude. that people are taking toward
public speaking in the high school.
It is also indicative of the growth of
the N. M. E. A. this year.
.

wildcats. Several hundred of these
Why NotT
animals have been killed ahead of
Little Anna's father was a baseball
enthusiast and had taken her to
several games. One Sunday morning
she went with him and her mother
to the service in the Methodist church.
Aiiiia was hot much interested In the
sermon until the minister warmed up
to his subject and the older men near
4
V.is.
the pulpit began to shout "Amen!"
home
On
the
etc
way
"Hallelujah!"
she. looked up at her father and exclaimed: "Say, pop, who were the men
up front rooting for the preacher?"
Llppincott's Magazine.
How We Get Iodine.
d
Iodine is obtained from the
The
ash of dried- seaweeds.
weed is burned, the saline residue is
dissolved with water and the solu-;iothus obtained is concentrated in
srder to precipitate sodium chloride
and potassium sulphate and chloride.
This is effected by a current of chlorine gas, which is turned off as soon
19 the bromide begins to be precipitated. The substance thus obtained
Is distilled In earthen retorts and condensed In cold earthen vessels.
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SAUSAGF,NEW BREAD
"Rape's

Digests Food
Cures
Indigestion

Diapepsin"

When Stomach Can't

Do some foods you eat hit back
taste good, but work bsfdly; ferment
into stubborn lumps and cause a sick,
sour, gassy stomach? Now, Mr., or
Mrs Dyspeptic, jot this down: Pape's
Diapepsin digests everything, leaving
nothing to sour and upset you. There
never was anything so safely quick,
so certainly effective. No difference
how baldly your stomach is disordered
you will get happy relief in five min
utes, hut what pleases you most is
that it strengthens and regulates your
stomach so you can eat your favorite
foods.
Most remedies give you relief some
times they are slow, hut not sure,
Tape's Diapepsin" is quick, positive
and puts your stomach In a healthy
condition so the misery won't come
;
back.
You feel different as soon as
"Pane's Diapepsin" comes in contact

with the stomach distress just van
ishesyour stomach gets sweet, no
of
Telephone and Telegraph Discarded gases, no belching, no eructations
and
clears
head
food,
as Being Too Cumbersome for Emyour
undigested
ployment In the Field,
you feel fine.
Go now, make the bist investment
In the German army at least it
you ever made, by getting a larye
would appear that the days of field fifty-cecase of Pa no's Diapopsiu
telegraphs have passed and the lafrom
drut? store. "You realize In
any
borious and lengthy method of laying
wires between distant points in order five minutes how needless it is to suf
or any
to establish communication is now ob- fer from indigci;U- n,
solete. Only along established lines stomaoh disorder.
ARMY

l7o Llafio ii 11

New York Salesrooms
32 Warren Street

EAT CABBAGE, FISH,

USES THE "WIRELESS"

-

a

McriJeo
Connecticut

Fired While the Cat Wat In the Air.

these three dogs, Mr Ryer says. The
English hound is twelve years old and
the scars on her head and body show
she has been In many a hard-fougbattle.
With these three dogs Warden Hodg
kins and Mr. Ryer started out in pur
suit of the cats. When they arrived
at the place where the deer had been
killed they found the fresh tracks of
four large animals. The dogs soon
started them, two of the dogs going In
one direction and the little English
hound going in another. Hodgklns fol
lowed the small dog and soon came
upon her and a large wildcat. The dog
was circling around the beast and
Warden Hodgklns killed the cat' with
one shot from his revolver.
In the meantime Mr. Ryer had a
similar experience with the other dogs
and another cat. After he had killed
his animal he and Warden Hodgklns
returned to the place where the deer
had been killed. They were standing
there talking when, happening to raise
his eyes, Mr. Ryer saw the wildcat on
a limb directly over the warden's
head. Even as he looked the animal
sprang, and to his quickness in draw
ing his revolver and his accuracy ia
hitting the flying mark Warden Hodg
klns owes his life. The fourth cat hid
In a tree ia a swamp and the hunter
and dogs were unable to find him.
Warden Hodgklns says that in his
travels through the woods last winter
killed by wildcat
he found 15
and one killed by a dog. The cats are
plentiful In this section of the state
just now. Mr. Ryer had a valuable
clog killed by one a short time ago.
Warden HocVklns soys he did not find
v.ps vxt
where a eingle

dr
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this corner
'cause is near
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l
El Radio attached to any
makes any corner a cozy corner.
The "little electric grata" ii majr-twherever
give warmth and chu-eit goes.
IU ruddy glow
sunshine la
your home on chilly inorninca aivi
evenings.
Takes off the dlsafrceaolo 'fci',l i'i
that small room, office or bathroc-1- .
When bathing baby, bo sure to hava
El Radio near.
El Radio theds puw olin wtr. ."j
does not vitiate the sir cf a roc:n.
Its first cost is Fer."T;::-:'-C'j.C.)
and the cost of crr-'.lo'- -i
Iw.
Wo will be :lpr..,d to C
;
:.
this J lot point FI- Vj
If curivv:- .
c:': i i !'
lamp-socket-

El Radio
he
pass-ke- y

to

real
com fori
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They have a tonic effect on the bow- - I
eis, and give a wholesome, thorough
cleaning to the entire bowel tract.
Stir the liver to healthy activity an
keep stomach sweet. Constipation,
headache, dull, tired feeling never affect those who use Foley Cathartio
Tablets. Only 25c O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
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parts of New Mexico, having failed to
ALL
put up the kind of argument needed to
DAILY
secure the progressive and independent vote for Congressman Fergusson,
ESTABLISHED 1879
have ,no business' cussing the PecoB
hidevalley, which lined up as many
has
as
it
democrats
bound
jwrtiaujn
Published by
In the past There is evidone
ever
CO.
PUBLISHING
THE OPTIC
dence that the Fecos valley brethren
(Incorporated)
are sure enough sore. Read what
their mouthpiece, the Roswell Daily
(Continued from Page One)
Editor Record, had to say editorially Friday DEMOCRATS NOW ARE , SAYIN!
M. M, PADGETT
CONSTITUTION
Is TOO ?
that if those who made up the con
night:
EASILY CHANGED
"Not to Blame
vention were afraid to tear Villa from
"According to newspapers across on
the northern, field he himself would
Santa Fe,"Jov". . It is the demo- do It.
the other side of the state the blame
A '
for the defeat of Fergusson rests with crats who now, complan thntjhe conGeneral Agullar's5 hne was further
East
at
Entered, at the .postoffice
the Pecos valley! or at least that is stitution of New" Mexico 1a too easily strengthened diirlag the night.
n
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for
the inference one , would draw from amended. They point out that three
through the United States rending their reports of the election of counties, San Miguel, Rio Arriba ami
Carranza Makes Hostile Move
flails as second class mattei.
Mora, casting less than
Hernandez.
Antonio. Tex:. Nov. HiGeneral
San
-.'.'The .Albuquerque Journal says: of the registered vote of the state on Carranza
published a decree in Mex
Republican- - leaders have relied from the constitutional proposition, carried ico City today ordering the Aguaa CaTERMS OF SUBSCRITION
the beginning upon the democratic the three amendments. The repub lientes convention virtually dissolved
Dally, by Carrier
05 disaffection in the. Pecos valley, and licans smile cynically, for it was they
..
Per Copy.
by November 10, according to a dis
it seems that they did not miss their who proposed in the constitutional patch received here
'15
One Week
today, from- R. L,
extent' convention that it should take a mai
65 guess to any considorab'e
On Month..
McCleary, chief of the Carranza pub
then says that twi jority of the counties to amend tlj
7.80 The Journal
Or Year
licity staff in Mexico,
was made to constitution and were denounced by
hour
eleventh
attempt
Mall
Daily, by
it.
$6.00 rouse the democrats over here, hut the democrats for
Will Attack Naco
One Year (in advance)
Of 317 out of 580 precincts can
save
to
late
was
too
it
that
Fergusson.
3.00
Six Months (In advance)
Naco,
Ariz., Nov. 9. Seven pieces
"The Albuquerque Herald, also takes vassed up to Saturday night by the of
7.00
One Year (in arrears)
which Colonel Tenorio, an
artillery
votes
3.50 up the chorus and says that the dem state canvassing board 30,005
Six Months (In arrears)
says will reduce
expert
artilleryman,
the
of
in
favor
amending
ocratic majorities in the Pecos, valley were 'cast
defenses at
Hill's
General
Benjamin
taxation laws ot the constitution .and
were below those of 19123Twithin
four
hours, have
Naco,
Sonora,
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
of
equaliza
"Telephone messages from various abolishing the state board
Villa
the
been
forces,
GROWER
emplaced by
democrat over the west side of the tion, and G.563 votes against it. Of which have
Carthe'
Invested
again
::vFH?K...2.00
One Year..:;.
state, indicate, .that tae view generally 264 precincts canvassed on the propo ranza
Mayto-rena- ,
But
Jose
.VT.OO
.". . .
stronghold.
Montha
:.
prevail, that Fergusson was defeated sition to .reduce the term of state of
the insurgent governor of Son
because of the vote in the Pecos val ticers" to two years and to make them
said he would not attack untu
7.G2S were cast ora,
el4rftle t(f
.
ley..
(Cash In Advance for Mail
Villa
gave the order.
"la 1912 Fergussou's opponent was iii" fayor land 6,515 against. On the
Subscriptions.)
said Jie had again mov
Maytorena
officials
Remit by check, craft or money Nathain Jaffa. Mc. Jaffa .polled a con same proposition as to county
his
close to the Carranza
ed
forces
order. If sent otherwise we will not siderable vote in the Pecos valley 8.722 votes were cast in favor and position on order of General Villa.
and yet he was defeated by Fergus- - 6,892 against. The precincts still to He"
be responsible for loes.
has 3,000 men besides the artillery
son. This year the democratic plus be canvassed are likelgr
on
free
application
Specimen copies
which
consists of seven 75 millime
ality in Chaves county is, greater than the plurality In favor or me aniena ter gutis of the same ealiber and" kind
it was in 1912. When the full returns ments materially.
which has ibeen used so effectively by
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT for
Santa Fe and Sandoval counties, by
the valley are in and counted the
EXPIRATION OF TIME
he French in the European war. Colplurality for Fergusson probably will casting 500 ballots for the progres onel Tenorio, who haa charge "of the
PAID FOR
exceed that given him two years ago sive state candidates, saved them from
officer in the federal
so- artillery, was an
by a very small margin. But two coning to fourth' plaee, below the
17 years. He is a graduate of
army
GOQ
ballots
was elected and cial democrats. Of those
Advertisers are. 1 guaranteed the years ago, Fergusson
came from SaiTta Fe the Chapultepec military school.
almost
wa's defeated.
he
this
year
circulation
largest dailv and weekly
"Two years ago Fergusson carried and the others from Sandoval county,
of any newspaper in northern New Bernalillo
county by a good vote and In the 261 precincts canvassed Wilson FROST SEEN AS A CURATIVE
Mexico.
this year he lost it by in the neigh- progressiva candidate for congress
borhood of 700 votes. Two years ago polled only 972 votes, and Metcalf, so
Russian
Scientist Has New Idea
TELEPHONES
Fergussion carried other counties on cialist, 552 votes. McTeer, progresWhich May Be Found to Work
Main 2 the west side of the state that he lost sive candidate for corporation com
Out Perfectly.
Business Office.
Main 9 this year. This year the republican missioner. nolled 995 votes, and
News Department
The Russian scientist, Bachmetieff,
counties over on the west side of the Welsh, socialist;r617.
state generally Increased their plurali
So, then, it is certain that the pro Is reported to have succeeded In freezrats and other small animals, and
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 0, 1914.
ties over those of two years ago.
gressive strength in the state at the ing
them back to life, apparently
"From these facts It can be readily election just held does not reach 2,000 bringing
uninjured, by a process of gradual
Votec
almost
6,000
as
OOI3SVT LIKE SUFFUAGE seen that Fergussm was not defeated votes,two against
thawing. His experiments were sugbecause of any lack of support in the vast
years ago. However,! Mi; gested by hibe.ating animals and dorwith
overrun
Nebraska has been
....
Pecos valley, but because of lack of Teer's candidacy drew enough votes mant reptiles. . , s; ,
i ..iffrage agitators for months, says votes west of the mountains. The from the opposition, to Hugh Williams A practical , part. of. the Russian
valt Mason in the Emporia Gazette. democratic counties of tho Pecos val to assure the election of the latter, scientist's experiments seem to indiThev were imported from the east
is true the total Whatever hope still lingered anion cate the possibility of freezing and reley did their duty;
storing limited areas, or organs, of
and elsewlwre to conduct a "whirl- democratic vote was not as
large as the democrats that A. P. Kill migli the body, and applying this method to
wind campaign," and they were it
com
KniC
for
all
win
was
after
have
corporation
been, but neither
might
cure disease. The bacillus ot tuberclirieking at every street corner. the republican vote and the net result missioner on thw official Hanvass was culosis, for
example, is killed by a
women.
Most of them were divorced
was an increased plurality for Fergus- - dispelled today by the next that Wi! temperature six degrees below freezThe "ladies" who can't endure the do- son.
Taos ing point. In a locally Infected area,
in
Hams has 380 plurality
mestic life usually take an active "Really we think it time the papers county, more 'than 400 plurality
such as one lobe of the lung, it may
interest in the suffrage movement. and the democratic leaders across the Colfax and 400 over Hill in Sandoval become possible t freeze out conOne of the leading suffrage speakers, state stop relying eo much on the Of the 19 counties canvassed thu sumption providing the Russian's
method of thawing out rats can be apwho conducted the campaign iu Ne- Pecos
valley and get busy at home. far only two Santa Fe and Sandoval
to human beingB.
braska, was a poor girl 20 years ago. If their own counties had done as wdl returned more than 100 progressv plied
doKhe was working hard for a few
in proportion with respect to 1912 as votes,
and only one Curry more
Champion Egg Producer.
llars a week, and the indications were did the Pecos
100
It would be hard to say
than
for the socialists.
would
valley Fergusson
that she'd never have, a chance at any- have won hands down."
which is the champion egg producer
of the universe, but the starfish will
thing better. But she was pretty and
o
take some beating.
clever, and a fine young man of ex
THOUSANDS OF SHEEP
It has been estimated recently that
cellent fortune and family married DECLAIS1EHS WILL TRY
the female Luidia ciliaris, a seven-raye- d
relhis
of
in
of
the
protests
spite
iier,
starfish, well known in northPASTURED ON
atives. It was a case of true love on
ern seas, produces two hundred milFOR HONORS FRIDAY
liis part the kind you read about.
lion eggs.
K)
Uad they remained in the west everyAnd yet the adults of this species
SHIPPERS ARE NOT ALLOWED, TO
but.
are far from common. There are so
thing might have been all right,
TAKE ANIMALS THROUGH
many odds against these objects arhey went to New York, where the PRELIMINARY CONTEST OF THE
COLORADO
HIGH SCHOOL WILL OCCUR
riving at maturity that nature has
young wife, having too much time on
to be prodigal that a few at least of
ON THAT DATE
"tier hands, began to train with the
On account of the quarantine that
s.
the young ones may survive. It is an
women and imbibed
idle, stall-fehas been declared throughout the state almost invariable rule that where the
foolish ideas concerning the "sphere
of Colorado, local sheep shippers are production of young is enormous, the
ot woman,." She joined a suffrage orThe, jliigh school will hold a de- in a quandary as to what they should mortality is great, and animals that
ganization and began making public clamation contest on Friday night !n do with their animals. The officials produce few at birth, or breed at
speeches and her huslwi i) ''wouldn't the Now Mexico Normal University of the state to the north are refusing long intervals, have a proportionately
stand for It. He begged her to quit auditorium.- - - This contest will be a to allow the
long life.
passage of nny sheep
iier foolishness but she had a "mis- - preliminary to the one that, will be
in
their
order
that
territory
Water Skates.
sion" and wouldn't listen, eo a divorce .held in Albuquerque at the end of the through
the foot and mouth disease that Is so
The German military authorities
outcome.
natural
Ever since month. The winner will be sent to
vas the
d
throughout the country shall have tried out successfully
ker divorce she has been chasing all the Duke City to represent the local prevalent
not get a chance to enter Colorado.
rubber skates, by which a solover the world preaching "women's high Rchool in competition with other
Sheep are being pastured all over the dier is equipped to literally walk over
rights," and she shows the effects, high schools from all parfs of, the mesa. Thousands of the animals are rivers, carrying heavy loads meanwhile and firing his rifle with all the
Although young In years she looks state.
waiting for the quarantine to be )ift-ed- , steadiness he
commands on land. Each
like the Witph of Endor and an ordiEleven hoys and girls are desirous
so that they can be sent to their skate or
ie about six feet long
pontoon
nary .gcarecrow jjvould ..hate to be of
of representing the
""'.-.. .
destinations.
. ...
on
fastened
foot in the same
the
and,
found dead lit the same field w'th her.
he declarmers from the
way as skis or snowshoes.'t.1'
She Is a fair 'sample of the old dl- - Normal Univer8ity"can'be prepared in
The motion the soldiers use to pro
vorced relics who are prominent In time they will cuntest Friday night
pel themselves over the water very
the suffrage cause, and It ia gratify- - also. The state institution will be
much resembles skating, and because
of this, the name of water skates has
ing to a former resident of Nebraska represented at the teachers' conven-tbeen given the Invention,
know that the voters there rebuked tion by three speakers one in the
They have more than one use; a
tho shrieking sisters aftd turned down high school declamation contest, one
ROAD number fastened together make resuffrage good and hard. Kansas, jn the high school oratorical contest
liable rafts, and they may also be used
which has the blessing of suffrage, and one in the collegiate oratorical
as a base for a bridge.
iilready Is developing a race of women section. The latter contest was won
hard-face!
by the Normal's candidate last year,
All the World Loves a
females
with
dowdy, but the school was not represented In
Every great man has run away at
.loUies and straggling hair who see 'the other two sections.
ittubi. ouiu iu Iila lifetime, and some
have done the trick oftener. The world
wrong in accosting, men they
From
One.)
Page
(Continued
loves a man who runs away as a
Kever saw before and talking politics.
ROCK ISLAND SLOW
strategic move, mind you and makes
No woman can touch practical poll-- Chicago, .Nov. 9. The annual meet-is good apologies for him as did
tics and become acquainted with its jng 0f the stockholders of the Chica-The First Accident
If Horace had not fled from
.hlcanery, lies and meanness, without g0, Rock. Island and Pacific railroad,
PhillppI, Mahomet from Mecca, Dante
"The five leaders made the first 60 (rom Florence, Shakespeare from
deteriorating.
postponed from October 8, was asrnin
o
postponed today until November 30, miles In an. hour and a half. William Stratford, I doubt that we should still
It was stated that, the postponement Pink, who started
eighteenth, was oe hearing so much about them. Each
PECOS IS PEEVED
was voted because It was desired not badly hurt 15 miles out of Los Ange- had good reasons for going, but was
The Pecos valley democrats say to select new directors until certain les when his car skidded into a ditch, too wise to stop and explain why let
fie was taken to a hospital at San :he gossips have their guess!
y.y are growing tired of ban:? blam-- i mention is settled.
I hope I am too modest to offer myBernardino while his place at the
tlio
d for the democratic defeat in
self as a conspicuous exception.
WANTED
Clean cotton rags at wheel of his t ar wag taken by his
nitate last Tuesday.
They declare
Michael Monaban in "At the Sign of
Ely.
..
4m Van,"
t.heir d' mncnitic brethren iu other Optic office.
,
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RACE IS PLANNED

OUR.
ALBUQUERQUE TO LAS VEGAS BY
WAY OF SANTA FE IS THE
ROUTE

AID

OPTICAL DEPARTMENT

is the most complete in the state and
for prompt grinding and repairing la
Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. !).- - -- An au excelled by none.
THEY CAN BE PUT TO MANY
tomobile road race from here to San
Work sent us by mail Is returned
USES EVEN WHEN THE TEMta Fe to Las Vegas, or over the same by the first return post.
IS COOL
PERATURE
route with starting point at Las VeThere Is no .excuse for the electric gas, is planned. The race is to be

Robert J. Taupert

with $1,000
fan to be Idle during the colder days held Thanksgiving dfi
Is'successful.
if
the
jeweler and Optician
a
when
of fall and winter
plan
cooling prizes,
.
New Mexico
.
Oakey Clifford suggested the eevnt. Las Vegas,
breeze Is not required. There Is a
favored
was
Las
in
idea
His
Vegas
wide variety of useful work suitable
for every fan motor every month of and Santa Fe. In a conversation over such, luck as to miss "Mutt 'ind Jert"
the year, winter as well as summer. the long distance telephone with men Get tlckes now if you want a gobd
It is now quite common for - store in Las Vegas and the capital yester- seat That's good advice. Tomorrow
keepers to use electric fans to keel day, Clifford obtained their promise night.
frost from their display windows. sAt to boost the race In those cities.
a recent fire in a chemical store at
l
.
fans were used to
Boston, .electric
the
fumes
out
from
drive
the deadly
E
lilUSIC
cellar so the firemen coujd success WHISTLEABLE
fully fight the blaze. Dozens of new
and novel ueea of the fan are an
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
IN MUTT AND JEFF
nounced every year.
Kansas City, November it, Hogs,
The electric fan makes one of the
receipts 18,000. Market higher. Bulk
best ventilators imaginable. Open THE PERFORMANCE AT THE DUN $7.407.90; heavy 7.."07.PO; pigs
any window a crack and place the fan
CAN TOMORROW NIGHT IS
$G.507.25.
so it will blow the air outdoors and
Cattle, receipts .14,000. Maiket stea
RECOMMENDED
it will free the living room of stale
dy. Prime fed steers $10tl. western
steers '$79!'2!;'"'calves K,50 13.50.
air, the kitchen from cooking odors,
With a sensational
the cellar from mouldy, damp smells,
Sheep, receipts 20,000. Market stea-- .
story under the title of ".Mutt and
etc It will drive out impure air. and Jeff in Mexico," Gus Hill's perennial dy. Lambs $8fr0.25; yearlings $5.75
'
7.
suck In fresh air, it will effectively success of that name, reappears
stir up and revive the air in any room. "spick and span," everything new hut
If the fan is placed so It will blow the buttons, to clean up the coin again
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
upon the eteam or hot water radiator as it has done for the past two years
Chicago, Nov. 9. Wheat rees sagit,, will distribute the heat to all parts The
ged
today under moderate selling from
irrepressible "Gus'has evidently
of the roomj And .Insure an even temspeculators. After open-prospecting
"tabs"
line,,
thrill,
every
kept
09
cent higher, tin
cent
off
to
perature.
laugh, song and situation, during his
Ridding the bath room of damp and entire "nearly a century" of theatrical marget suffered a general decline.
to Vj
odor after baithing is another useful
The close was unsettled
'3
experience. It seem9 that this seatask that the electric fan will perform son's "Mutt and Jeff In Mexico" con
net lower.
for the housekeeper. The window tains
Corn business halted pending the
nothing but the real essence of
should be open and the door shut true amusement without a. hitch pf a
of the government report this
while the fan is in, operation so that line that docs not go over, in great afternoon. Opening prices, which
the stale air is not drlwh into the shape.
i 'cen't off to Va cent
' ranged from
'."
,
other parts of the house. In winter
followed
were
by a setback all
up
whistldahle.
There's a catchy,
fuslc,
this process Is especially beneficial. a
was nervous" at
around.
The
close
to
hit
song
every
breath,
laugh
The steam and! vapor arising from the or an
to
descllne.
net
.
entrancing danoe number
water will condjense when the temper- whenever
Sympathy with the weakness of othyour sides begins. to ache
ature of the bath room falls and this from excessive
laughter and a bunch er cereals governed oats.
moisture will soil, tarnish or other- of
Packers selling made the provision
exceedingly pretty girls to give. ths
wise damage papering, fittings or fur- whole
market
easy. The closing quotations
"In
zest.
have
There
you
thing
niture.
Mexico." To say it Is a hit, Is put were:
The mustiness of ipantry or cup
ting it altogether too mildly. It s a Wheat, Dec. 1.17; May 1.23.
boards may he eliminated by the same riot! With gorgeous scenic and light
Corn, Dec. 69; May 72.
means. Let the fan run for a few effects and a
Oats, Dec. 49; May 63.
cf
magnificent change
minutes on the sill of an open win- costume for every one. of the 20 or
Pork, Jan. $19.50; May $19.85.
dow to bring the supply of fresh air more
Lard, IJan. $10.40; May $10.60.
song and dance numbers. AfInto the room Then set it inside the ter
.62.
Ribs, Jan. $10. 35; May.
a
Into
itself
resolves
"ripit
all,
pantry or cupboard to blow outwardly.
sidesplitting comedy, such as
In a brief space the odor or mustiness
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
you would expect ' alfe. seeing the
that ma'y otherwise" "communicate daily cartoons by Bud Fishtr which
themselves tu one's food will disap- are still as
popular .with the readers FOR SALE Pony mare and colt, $25,
n
pear,
A bargain. S. Powers.
of the thousand or 'more daily and
Some people
hot air heat- Sunday paper3 as they were three
owning
er have experienced "trouble at times
years ago. "Mutt and Jeff in Mex- WANTED1 Reliable woman for cookin obtaining snfficient warmth in one ico" with the
ing and general housework. Apply
big fifty thousand dollar
room or another. It may be due to
Mrs. J. S. Clark, 1117 Eighth street.
production, comes to the, Duncan
the direction of the wind or to a fault
opera house for a stay of3 hours.
in the inclination of the. distributing You
Read The Optic for war news.
wouldn't wish your worsl enemy
pipes. To open the cold aJr duct only
minimizes 'the difficulty.
A
fan, placed where it will blow into
this duct, will force the heated air
through every pipe and solve a very
While the fan
unpleasant problem.
13 thus
operated the outside inlet of
the cold air duct may be closed, as
the air of moat
is suffic
iently clean and. fresh to be used, with
L.
occasional renewals from put of doors.
The woman who has on electric fan
wash and dry her hair In less than
hauf the time that 8 required to do it
in the old way. She simply wrings
the water from it, rubs her) head
briskly with a towel and '"' then sits
comfortably In front of the fan, which
should be set so that it will blow over
We've planned a corking winder-trade- ,
and across a radiator or register.
to make all former record fade.
Do not store away the electric fain
all kinds of Christmas goods
have
We
for the winter. There is plenty of
Red Riding-;- r
dolls,
with
squeaking
work for it and the cost of current
Noah's
fine
Arks,
toy rocking
hoods,
Is insignificant.
chairs, tin crocodiles and polar 'bears;-,.The kids will dance around a block
when they behold our winter stock.
BOOSTERS INVITED TO
And every day we try to spring some
t j
bargain that will make folks sing; ThtWi
It
who buckles down to biz 'and
. man
ATTEND A MEETING
'"
. ' trie?- to' make things fairly' ;vhiz can't c; ',!
"'v r:
rtii it all his time and thought cevote.'lo
SMOKER AT COMMERCIAL-CLU,
France's jinx or Prussia's goat,.
i
;
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melo-dramati- c
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WAR
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TONIGHT IS FOR ALL LOYAL
LAS VEGANS

3.

SPECIAL FOR

o

EARLY IN

1UT0

Everybody Interested in the ad
vancement of Las Vegas Is invited to
r
attend the
meetiug h.
night at the Commercial club rooms.
The club will be host and will provide
refreshments. The meeting will begin between 8:30 and 9 o'clock, and
the more men of the community there
are present the better the club will
be pleased. All matters pertaining to
the welfare and development of Las
The club
Vegas will be discussed.
especially wishes to foster a spirit of
patronizing home industries, and this
will be one of the subjects talked
about tonight. The meeting will be
Informal and will be a good chance
for Las Vegas boosters ,t get better
acquainted with each other.
Subscribe for The Optic,

Tuesday and Wednesday
Nov. 10 & 11
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Our Saturday Special

Puritan Sanitary
Laundry

Phone Mvir 267

M. Bruhl of Arbolla

this city yesterday.
A. W. West of Wagon

PERSONALS

;
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mumm

m

m mum

At the following Extraordinarily

Prices

Creeh visited

Frank Springer,

Vests at

$4.00

Vests at

$3.50

Vests at

$3.00

Vests at

$2.50

Vests at

Mound came

In today for a short business trip.
' Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Black came in
R. C. Parrish of Albuquerque was yesterday from Mora ' on a shopping
.a visitor here today.
trip.
Bias Sanchez, editor of the Wagon
A, B. Young arrived, today from AlMound Pantagraph, was a visitor here
buquerque on business.
D'.' E. Powers of Santa Fe. was in
yesterday.'
town yesterday visiting friends.
J. W. Johnson catne in today from
S. G. Harris, a Raton , merchant, Santa Fe on business for the state
was a business visitor here today.
engineer's office.
Marian Nohr, a rancher from near
William Balfour arrived in Las
here, was n Las Vegas on business
Vegas last night from Albuquerque,
Dr. H. M, Smith left lor Wagon yesterday.
,,,
M. Paltenge arrived today from
Wound yesterday for a few days' business trip.
Wagon Mound. He will be here for
Mateo Lujan left for,, Santa Fe last a few days on business,
Mrs. Erie Choate of Watrous came
evening after a short ,.,visit., with his
in ' yesterday. Mrs. Choate is welj
children here.
F. R. Kahnt is In town today on known here as a singer.
business. Mr. Kahnt represents the
Wf M.. 'Shillinglaw left for Santa
grocery firm of J. S. Brown and Broth- Rosa this morning in his machine; 6n
a short business trip.
er of Denver.
'
$200 Reward for best motion picture
Judge D. J. Leahy came back from
plots by amateurs. Not a school. Par- Santa Rosa today. He has been, try-in- g
soma cases in that towtl.
ticulars for stamp. Photoplay BuJohn Hicks, a rancher from Santa
reau, Fulton, Mo. Adv.
Margarito Romero and his bride ar- Rosa!, was a visitor here yesterday.
rived in Las Vegas Saturday night. He was accompanied by his wife.
Mrs. S. Williams, who has been
They were married on October 29,
Mrs.
nd went to Denver for their honey- visiting her daughter-in-law- ,
Helen Koebele of this city, left today
moon.
F. II. Liebendorfer of Tucumcari is for her home in Winton, Cal.
C. E'. Newell, representing the Simhere for a few "days visiting W. N.
Rosenthal. Mr. Liebendorfer is the mons' Manufacturing company of Kenmanager of the American Furniture osha Wis., was here today calling on
company of Tucumcari, in which Mr the furniture trade.
John McNierney and Thomas ConRosenthal Is interested.
A party of hunters .consisting of don, general merchandise and cattle
Walter Cayot, Will Rogers and A. T. men from Itociada, drove into town
Rogers, Sr., went out in Cayot's car today in their automobile.
C. H. Baily, the curio merchant, will
yesterday. They killed a large bas
a quail. The party traveled through leave tonight on train No. 9 for El
Paso. He will spend a. few; flays there
the country in the vicinity of
on business; 'returning here Thursday.
'
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CAPITAL STOQli

l

OFFICE

!

Jtf-ferso-n

Eil-roup-

D,

Calif.,

on business.
Several local bankers left last night
to attend the State Bankers' conyen-tiat Albuquerque. D. T. HoskiiU',
Jefferson Raynolds and John Harris
are among those who will attend the
meeting from this city.
Clarence Iden of Gross- Kelly
and Company left last night on a flying trip to Chicago on the limited.
Senator T. B. Catron cf Santa Ve
was a visitor here today. He will
spend a short time here.
James Hile, the Iboy whose hand
was crushed in a cider press some
time ago, left today for hia home (n
Watrous. Hile was accidentally injured last weefc in Watrous and was
rushed here in an automobile for treatment. He still wears his hand bandaged, but It is" on the road to recov.
ery.
'VffWSSl
Mr. and Mrs. J. K. McMahon left
yesterday afternoon for Pueblo, Colo.
For the past few. days they have been
visiting their daughters, the Misses
Mary and Mildred4 MMah'ohK who are
in attendance at the New Mexico
Normal
University. Mr. McMahon,
formerly of Lag Vegas,' Is Santa Fe
superintendent in Pueblo.

Join with other famous Americans
in Praising Tuxedo Tobacco

XJ

MARTIN PHERIDAN
is a strong card withme.
adcise all athletes to slick to
Tuxedo. It is the one tobacco that
will help them, keeP ifem m '"m
prevent them from going 'stale.
Tuxedo leads bar none."

"Tuxedo

world-famo-

rT":'
?

The

the tobacco for the
hurts my tuind,
and always steadies my nerves.
athlete.1

is

It never

tuxedo forme.'

(Continued

r''

mm

!S1 VAJJ

Perfect Tobacco for Pipe and Cigarette

Tuxedo grew rapidly in public favor without advertising; its natural growth reached
the stupendous total of fifty or sixty million
packages a year. Not until the past few
months has it been possible to keep up with
the ' demand for Tuxedo. : Now increased
facilities make it possible , for eyery4 jnan to
smoke this best of tobaccos. .

'

'
fine, ripened Biirley tobacco of the'
highest grade
aged until thoroughly mild and
mellow. 1 hen treated by
the famous "Tuxedo Process," that removes the
last trace of "bite" and I
'
ii ill
develops all the delicious
Tuxedo

is

''

Burley fragrance and

flavor.

Pure, mild,

de-

lightful Tuxedo i9 absog
lutely
try it.

N

non-bitin-

YOU

CAN BUY TUXEDO
EVERYWHERE

MATT McCRATH

"No athlete need fear
as much as he

to

srnoe

Famous green tin with gol$ let- - 1
taring, curved to fit the pocket A.

fvK

if he uses
Jf
general help to Convenient pouch, inner-line- d
.
paper
any man. A pipeful of "CuxcJa with nioitture-proo- f
puts new life into me."
In Glass llamidort, SOc and SQe
'Cuxedo.

Wants,

Its a

fylOXt

0

foe

THE

AMERICAN

TOBACCO C0MPANV

1

SLEEPING

CHILDREN

Famous Americans in every walk of life
-doctors, lawyers, actors, singers, public
speakers, statesmen, business leaders smoke
and endorse
.

GASTON STROBINO

11

r
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'Tuxedo

athletes

us

from Page One)

been in the house, but whch'.Mr. Cley,
u'
enger or friends had hidden.
At 3 o'clock, Mrs. Clevenger arose,
according to the account, and placed
the weapon at the breast of the little
boy just over the heart, and fired. He
did not moan, or struggle. Immediately afterwards the deadly little pistol
was placed over the heart of the little
girl, who had Jeen only partially
awakened by the muffled report of
the revolver under the bed clothing.
Another muffled discharge und the
lassie's life had flown. Then Mrs.
Clevenger, placing the muzzle of the
pistol carefully over her heart, fired.
Some time later she awoke, she told
.Mrs. Tripp, and found .herself in a pool
Of blood upon the bed. She was sorry
she still lived,; she said,, but bad not
to reach the pistol: to end
it all. She ' lay in a semi conscioua
state until Mrs. Tripp's appearance at
the door caused her partially to regain
her strength and faculties.
Mrs. Tripp, immediately after her
discovery, notified Chief of Police
Ben Coles, City Physician C. C. Gordon, Acting Coroner D. R. Murray and
some of the neighbors. The ambulance of J. C. Johnsen and Son was
summoned and the wounded woman
was taken to the Las Vegas "hospital.
She objected strenuously to being taken away.
"I want to stay with my children.
Why are you taking me away?" she
kept saying.
Woman's Wound Dangerous
Late this afternoon It was reported
from the Las Vegas hospital that the
woman's wound was highly dangor-outhe bullet penetrating the region
of the heart Drs. Smith and Gvrdon
The bodies
attended' Mrs. Cleverer.
of the two children were taken to the
lostutilishmeiift of T; C.
j undertaking
th

s,

I

For Fall and Winter should be
ordered now.
We have a complete Una of for- elan and domestic sultlnas. com

prising all the latest weaves, and
at right prices.
Pressing, cleaning and repairing
receive special care.

CHAS LEWIS
TAILOR
Johnsen and Sori, where they await
burial.

WOMAN KILLS HER

the men
who triumphed for America at the
are
OlvniDic Games in Stockholm
that
declare
monp the thousands who
is not only extremely enjoyable, but
Tuxedo
t
i
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SUIT
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030,000.00
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Hand and William Kroeni

'

Our Leading Athletes

.

DEPOSITS

TINIED

-

'

gyJ

T. G. Robb of Watrous was visiting
M. K. Williams a Santa Fe official,
'
in town yesterday.
went west today on train No 1.
Mac H. Hayes will leave for CincinR. R. McBride arrived today from
nati this evening. He will return
Albuquerque on a short business visit.

J.

T. Hosklnt, Cashier.

BANK

... ...k.ii .

D. T. HOSKINS

GREENBERGER
left last night for San pieso,

WITH

WM. G. HAYDON
H. W. KELLY

1

has attended to business afin Ohio.
Harry Cutler came back from Santa
Fe early yesterday morning. Mr. Cutler has been sitting on the federal
grand jury at the,(bapltai;
Paul' Schoeney arrived in Las Vegas
yesterday. Mr. Schoeney is a former
resident of this city but is now located in Princeton, Ind. He will .stay here
for some time.
Mrs. A. A. jo'A'ea left today for
City, Mo., from1 which place
she will resume her journey to Washington, D. C, She is accompanied by
her son, Andreus.
Word has been received from Chas.
Ilfeld that he has reached New York.
He will leave the metropolis on Wednesday, stopping in Chicago before he
arrives home. Mr. Ilfeld has just completed an extended trip through
He'ffinda. the United States
less turbulent than its neighbors
across the pond.

I D.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
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INTEREST PAID ON

Low

:

$4.50

$50,000.00

J. M, Cunningham, President.

In all Materials and colors.

National Ave

1201
.
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SURPLUS

CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00

On Sale Saturday and Monday

Are you suffering the inconvenience, extra expense and
Worse
unsanitary fumea ol a wash day in your home?
still, do yott send your clothing to some one's home to be
washed 'mld'st cooling and living odors? Compare our
SANITARY methods. Get our prices on "Wet Wash"
and "Rough Dry."

3

Father Was Away
The father, J. R. Clevenger, is a
Santa Fo engineer. He left home at
an early hour this morning to take his
regular run to Albuquerque. He was
cmmunicated with by telegraph and
notified of the tragedy. Mr. Clevenger arrived today on train No. 10.
A Pathetic Scene
The Bcene in the Clevenger homo
was highly pathetic when .Mrs. Clev
enger was being borne away from the
bodies of the two children whom bIid
had la'n., A bright fire was burning
in. tae.Dase nurner ana tne cnnareus
shoes were neatly arranged before the
'
stove.
The home was as tidy and
neat as one could Wish to see, with
the exception of the bloody bed room.
The children's bodies, entirely covered by blankets, were not visible until
tender hands lifted the little bodies
and placed them in the receiving caskets. The poor, distracted mother apparently did not realize the enormity
of the offense she had committed, and
perhaps the Almighty, looking down
in pity upon her, does not call her to
account.
(
Had Been Seriously III
Mrs. Clevenger has been iil for several months.' About a year ago she
was in a hospital for a long lime.' Her
friends and relatives have been fearful for some" time that suffering might
cause her to take her own life. Accordingly all poisonous medicines and
weapons were hidden in the basement.
Mrs. Tripp, a kindly old lady, mother
of George Tripp, a railway conductor,
has stayed with the woman much of
the time recently. She appeared to
be better able to soothe the woman
than any one else. Last night was
the first occasion (hat Mrs. Tripp had
not stayed at the Clevenger home dur
ing the absence of Mr. Clevenger for
some time. She deeply lamented today
that she had failed to be a companion
to Mrs. Clevenger last night. Mrs. Clev-ge- r
last night accompanied Mrs. Tripp
to the Methodist church. When the
two parted Mrs. Clevenger apparent'?
was rational.
About 8 o'clock this morning
neighbor called at the Clevenger home
and was not admitted. This aroused
some suspicion, and Mrs. Tripp's heart
was filled with fear when she ;.;: 3
at the later hour.

.:.
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Treasurer

DEPOSITS

Another Daughter in Chicago
Besides her husband Mrs. Cevenger
is survived by a daughter, Charlotte,
aged 12, who is with one of Mrs,
sisters in Chicago
Several
sisters live in various parts of the
country.
If
':""
''"

Clev-enger- 's

IMPORTATION!

'

AGREEMENT

Cecil
Washington, Nor. 9. Sir
Spring-Rice- ,
the British ambassador,
today notified the state department
has been made with Denmark, Sweden and Norway that goods destined
for neutral consumption only Only will
pass freely into these countries if
consigned to special persons With certificates of guarantee against

strike on the

St. Louis Southwestern
(Cotton Belt) railroad..

"SMOKES" KlOT DELAYED
Washington, Nov. 9. Great Britain
today gave the
States official
assurances that shipments of tobacco
in neutral bottomjs destined to any
country would be. interfered with.

tted

WELSH S FAVORITE
Milwaukee, Nov, 9. Freddie Welsh,

lightweight champion f the world,
was a 2 to 1 favorite in the betting
contoday for his,
test with Charlie-Whi- t
here tonight.
'ri

-

Rub a. eore throat with BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT.
One or two ap
plications will cure it completely.
KATY LOSES SUIT
Price 25c, EOc an1 $1 per bottle. Sold
Washington, Nor. 9. Tha supreme by Central Drugf Co. Adr.

court today dismissed the suit of the
KansaB and Texas Railroad
company against the United States for
$61,000,000 amages for failure to con-re- y
to it alternate sections of land
through which it ran in Indian
Missouri,

W. T. HuehenB,. Nicholson, Ga.,

a severe attack 6t rheumatism.

hd
Hl

feet, ankles and Jolnta were swollen,
and moving about was very painful.
He was certainly in a bad way when
he started to take Foley Kidney Fills.
He says, "Just a few doses made mo
STRIKE IS PREVENTED
feel better, and 'now my pains and
St. Louis, Nor. 9. The .i railway rheumatism are all gone and I sleeo
brotherhoods were restrained by the all night long." . p. G. Schaefer and
circuit court today from calling a Red Cross Drug Store. Adr.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
H, W. Kelly, President
Jacob Gross, Vloe-Pre9t- .!
Clarence Iden, Secy. & Treas.
Donald Steward.
C. O. Robbins.

East Las Vegas, N. id,
Albuquerque, N. M,
Pecos, N. M.
Trinidad, Colo.
Rdwe, N. M.
Santa Fe, N. M.

GROSS KELLY & CO.
INCORPORATED

Wholes eJe Grocers
WOOL. HIDES & PELTS, LUMBER.
BAIN WAGONS
NAVAJO BLANKETS
EAGLE HAY PRESSES

OPERA

DUNCAN

HOUSE
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RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS

AN D REGULAR

DINNERS

BEST GOOD! OBTAIN ABU ALWAYS HANDLES

Ml

Adv.

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

COLUMN

'
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LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A L. O. O. MOOSE Meets sectnd and
each
fourth Thursday
A. M. Regular oom
evening
municatlon first amd mouth at W. O. W, hall. Visiting

In brothers cordially invited Howard T.
third Thursday
ach month. Ylaltlnf Davis, Director; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
mothers cordially in
vited. Guy U. Cary. W. M., H. B. Van KNIGHTS OF. COLUMBUS, COUN-OINO. 801Meets second and
Pettem, Secretary,
fourth Thursday "In O. IS C. hall
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Pioneer bunlding. Visiting member
Vp KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg are cordially invlhed Richard Devine,
Vm nlar conclave second Tues-- G. K; Frank Angel, F. S.
a
When your rood , does not digest
dy in each month atH. Ma-M.
well and you feel "blue," tired and
at 7:30 p. m. Dr.
sonic
MONUMENT CO
Temple
discouraged, you should use a little
1
j Smith, B. 0.; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.
Albuquerque, N. M.
"''Wl'l
HERBINE at bedtime. It opens the
215 E. Central
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 2
bowels, purifies the system and reROYII Years Practical Experience
stores a fine feeling of health and en- RATES FOR CLAS'IFIED ADVER- LA8 VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3,
W. W. BOWER
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo
l A. JONES
Price 60c. Sold by Central
ergy.
TISEMENTS
cation first Monday in each
Drug Co. Adv.
GEO. H. HUNKER
month at Maaonlo Temple
Five cents per line each insertion.
Attorney-at-La7:20 p. m. P. A. Brlnegar,
at
ILLINOIS CLUB WOMEN MEET
Estimate six ordinary word.s to a line,
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
H. p.; F. O. Blood,
Springfield, 111., Nov 9. The Illinois No ad to occupy less space than two
OH. f. , HUXMANN
Federation of Women Clubs opened lines. All advertisements charged
Dentist
a four day convention here this mMt will be booked at space actually set
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
Dental
of
work
- without
any descrlptloa at
at
A
nrostate
house.
the
notable
ing
regard to number of words,
4, Meets every Monday evening at
moderate prices
gram of speakers and entertainments Cash In advance preferred.
their hall oa Sixth street All visitsng Room 1, Center Block. Office Phoas
has brought together a big represent
brethem
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411.
cordially invited to attend,
ation from all parts of the sfste.
A FriedensUne, N. G.; A. T. Rogers,
V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl
In damp, chilly weather there is
LOCAL TIME CARD
C. V. Hedgcock,
Wertz,
Treasurer;
ays a large demand for BALLARD'S WANTED A good reliable girl for
Trustee.
Cemetery
feisuw
LINIMENT because many
general housekeeping. Apply 1016
Estt Bound
people who know by experience its
Fifth street.
B. P,
Arrive
ELKS Meets second and
Depart
great relieving power In rheumatic
fourth Tuesday evening of each No, I.... 7:20 p. m... 7:41 p. &
aches and pains, prepare to apply It
month Elks' home on Ninth street No. 4.... 11:54 p. m.... 11:11 p. ft
it at the first twinge. Price 255c, 50
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers No. I.... 1:26 a. m.... 1:11 a.
and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Cen FOR RENT Furnished
rooms
for are cordially invited. Wm, H.
1 : 25 p. m....
I M p. &
Spring No.
tral Drug Co. Adv.
light housekeeping. 921 Lincoln er, Exalted Ruler, D. W.
West Bountf
Condon, Se
avenue.
Arrive
Depart
cretary,
POSITIVELY MASTERS CROUP
No. I.... 1:10 p. m
1:88 p. &
Foleys Honey and Tar Compound FOR RENT
Modern housekeeping KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR No,
:4t a. ft
I.... l:S5 m..
cuts the thick choking mucus, and
rooms. S28 Grand avenue.
4:20
m..
t p. at
NO. 2390 Meets in No. Ts
COUNCIL
i
ITY,
clears away the phlegm. Opens up
m..
?:M p.
W. O. W hall, Sixth street, on the No. 9
l:3S
the air passages and stops the hoarse PIANO for rent, 41.7
Eighth street.
first and third Mondays of each
cough. The gasping, strangling fight
month at 8 p. m. Visiting brothers Stop Those Early Bronchial Coughs
for breath gives way to quiet breathand
Ladies always welcome. O. L.
ing and peaceful sleep. Harold Berg,
iSstio
They hang on all winter if not
Freeman, President; Miss Cora Mont
Mass, Mich., writes :"We give Foley's
and pave the way for eerious
checked,
ague, Financier, Mrs. A. V. Morrow,
Honey and Tar to our children for FOR SALE OR
RENT Typewriters, Local Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. throat and lung diseases. Get a botcroup and it always acts quickly." O
all makes, hest terms; patronize W. Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011 tle of Foley's Honey and Tar Com
G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store.
pound, and take It freely. Stops
home trade. W. E. Bainks, Vegas Sixth street, East Las
Vegas, N. Ml
Adv.
and colds, heals raw Inflamed
coughs
101, 926 Fourth.
loosens the phlegm and la
throat,
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD NO
CHARITY WORKERS AT BOSTON
laxative. Best for children
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
102 Meets every Monday night li mildly
Boston, Nov. 9. The discussion of
and grown persons. No opiates. O. G.
Lucas County, ss.
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue a
efforts for the relief of immigrants
Frank J,
makes oath that 8 o'clock. Visiting members are cor Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
and the prevention of infant mortality he if. senior Cheney
Adv.
partner of the firm of F. auuiy welcome. J. T. Buhler, Presi
tfre the subjects of discussion at the
J. Cheney and Co., doing business in dent; Mrs. J. T.
Buhler, Secretary;
joint convention of the American As- - the
City of Toledo, county and state C. HS, Bally, Treasurer.
Remarkable Cure of Croup
sociation for the Study and Prevenand that said firm will pay
tion of Infant Mortality and the Mas aforesaid,
"Last winter when my little hoy had
the sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOL MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
sachusetts State Conference of Charcroup I got him a bottle of Chamber
LA.RS for each and every case of caMeet in the Forest of Brotherly lain's
ities, which will open tomorrow morn-inRemedy. I honestly betatrh that cannot be cured by the use Love at O. R. C. hall, on. the second lieve Cough
A three day session will be held
saved his life," writes Mrs.
it
and fourth Tuesdays of each month at J. B. Cook, Indiana, Pa. "It cnt the
at Ford hall and many charity work of HALL',3 CATARRH CURE.
FRANK
J.
8 p. m.
CHENEY,
J. S. Nelson, Consul; G. phlegm and relieved his coughiug
ers are here for the meetings.
Sworn to before me and subscribed Laemmle,
Clerk; Z. W. Montague. Lo spells. I am most gra'.ful for what
in my presence, this 6th day of De cal
Deputy. Visiting members are es this remedy has done for him." For
A tight feeling in the chest accom- cember, A. D. 1886.
pecially welcome and cordially invited. sale by all dealers. Adv.
lanied by a short, dry cought,
s
A. W. GLEASON.
(Seal)
an Inflamed condition in the
Notary Public.
To relieve it buy the dollar
lungs.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Inter
size BALLARD'S HOREHOUND
SY
3 mJ
JL
nally and acts directly upon the blood
PUP; you get with each bottle
and mucous surfaces of the system.
free HERRICK'S RED PEPPER POR
Sond for testimonials, free.
MOST
C'US PLASTER for the chest.
YOUR MOVEV
The
F. J. CHENEY and Co., Toledo, O.
syrup relaxes the tightness and the
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
plaster draws out the Inflammation
Take
Hall's Family Pills for con
It is an ideal combination for curing
Adv.
colds settled in the lungs. Sold bv stipation.
Central Drug Co. Adv.
OLYMPIC GAMES IN FUTURE

mis is semiirwin, ra Nov.
centennial week) in, Irwin and the town
Is in gala attire for the event. Parades and speech making, reunions of
farmer residents are among the events
of the week, and a large number of
visitors are here.

JONES-BOWER-

S

Wanted

a

For Rent

For

g.

indi-ct'te-

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

.

,j
ENGLAND GETS WORK OF ART
Speculation at to Effects of War Upon
Atnietic Contests In European
"Old Master" Said to Have Been
Countries.
Picked Up by Chance t Sale of
Continental Collection,
The possible effect of t.h
conflict in Europe on international
An "Old Master" was recentlv ac
sporting events for some veara to
quired by an EngliBh
from a come offers no more
speccontinental collection.
That is, In ulation than the futureinteresting
of the Olympic
deed, a so rare event, at a time when games,
says the Spur. Even though
ii,ngiisn owners of Drecious worltn three emperors, as
many kiners and
tumble over each other in their eager one
president should cease before the
ness to unload their treasures In
snow flies to play millions of men like
turn for American cold, that Mr: Wor so
pawns, no treaty of peace
hert Cook's cauture of fhn famnna will many
be strong enough to heal racial
Venetian portrait of Caterina Corn- - rancor at
once. Berlin may yet be
aro, queen of Cyprus, from the Crespi in a
position to adhere to the 1916
collection in Milan, cannot fail to
but how about British. French.
cause widespread satisfaction in the games,
Russian and Belgian athletes caring
tight little island. The picture hs to meet German and Austrian com
been variously attributed to Glorgione,
to Titian, to Llcinio. and to other vn! petitors there? In the Sahie sensfi, !f
tho nh.
euan masters. The best exnert onin- - w a somewnat less deerP
jection would apply to the Stockholm
IOO IS now divided hntwoan rh
of the neutral Swedes, which seems
former attributions. Mr. Rnren
to be willing again to hold the srampH.
declared
In favor of Titian, and
ing
the other nations are agreeproviding
Mr. cook himself of Giorglone.
But able. Notwithstanding thn
tnese differences of oninlon ronnnt if
feet the fact that the Dieture la oiio nf ical disadvantage to the majority of
the triumphs of Ue finest period of we contestants, one of the cities of
the United States east of thn Mi
Venetian art. It bears nn s nnranot
an Inscription of which only the let- sissippi would be a better alternative
ters "T. V." (TItiano Vecelli) can be man Stockholm.
distinguished. Until this inscrintinn
can be proved a forgery the picture
may safely be assumed to be an earlv
work by the great Titian, when he
was still under the Influence of Gior.
gione.

RETAIL PRICES
2,000
1,000
200

pounds
pounds
pounds
50 pounds
Less than 50

art-love- r

a

Read The Optic Want Ada.

CHICHESTER S PILLS
J

V I

Jf

nl.hta-t-rSisoii-

20c
25c
30c
,40c
snc

per 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs.

Harvesters, Storera and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

I

FIND WHAT YOU WANT

VANTiDS

AND
I

SELL WHAT YOU D3NT WANT

CLASSIFIED ADS search out tho people to whom-am- ong
MIGHT BUY the particular thing la worth most

1

1

'A
;-

-

;
j

those who

THE PROPERTY you want to sell is WORTH MOST to
people who
read the ads In this paper and Who never would hear of
your
property unless it were advertised here.
,
.
ATrrT?nn wuu
ummio .t. reau auu answer tne ads in

.

.

this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used
machinery and
'
'
ui
ooii, muKicai mstru- ments.

"""'.

It run

aUti tin nih.i.. 1tv Ar nn.
'ri.rl-- n Ak r.r'lM'lft.H.TKRS
A.wONO HH.mt rii.LS, fr ti
yars k nown as isfA, Safest, Always Rrlisi-l1

!

or More, each dllvery
to 2,000 pounds, each delivery
to 1,080 pounds, each delivery
to 200 pounds, each delivery..
pounds, each dsllvery...

AGUA PURA COMPANY

j

f'.S

v

T5he

LOBBY
15je
OPTIC
tHl

r.

Co,
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Check Kidney Trouble at Once
There is such ready action In Foley
Kidney Pills, you feel their healing
from the very first dose. Backache,
weak, sore kidneys, painful bladder
and Irregular action disappear with
their use. O. Palmer, Green Bay,
Wis., says :"My wife Is rapidly recovering her health and strength, due
O. G.
sololy to Foley Kidney Pills.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store,

HEAT FOR

ightly

.")

9, 1914.

WANT ADS are inexpensive, get results and EVERYBODY'S

FIED. Try them.
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a new and complete line of samples,

e have

WHO WOULD NOT BE PLEASED

WITIIABOXOF

any one of which would
delight the most fastidious
tastes. They come in
styles to be engraved with
your name as well as those
suitable for sending without the name.
These cards will be a
greater fad than ever this
year.
The engravers will be
busy filling orders. Therefore to avoid any possible
delay in getting your cards

j

EMBOSSED STATIONERY

j

furnish it in white
v eorcancolors
embossed to

your order in script, wreath
or long initials, in one or two
letter monograms, without
cost for useof the dies.
All three-lette- r
monograms
are engraved to order and
the die is delivered to you
with the stationery. There
is a large variety of designs
and the cost of engraving the
die depends viponltho style.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

noHT
WILL ADVERTISE

LAS

VEGAS' GOOD

CLIMATE

COMMERCIAL CLUB'S STICKERS
WILL GO TO ALL PASTS OF
THE WORLD

The Commercial club's advertising;
stickers came off the press Saturday
thousand of them were
Twenty-fivdistributed to the merchants and
came off the press Saturday,
while as many more were to have
fceen given out today. It is the Inten
e

tion of the clui to have these stickers
so to all parts of the nation, and the
world, for that matter, on the letters
Stickers will
of Las Vegas people.
be placed upon letters addressed to
persons or firms in the state.
The stickers are circular In form
and are In black and yellow, making
a handsome appearance. The center
m
ia a representation of the sun,
"Cool
summers,
which is written:
mild winters. Mean annual temperature 52 degrees." Around the border
is inscribed: "The sun is shining to
day in Las Vegas, New Mexico." it
is believed these little stickers will as
sist materially in advertising Las Vegas' delightful and healthful climate.

U

-

Bridge St

First Show Starts at

7:15

MONDAY

"The Love Thief"
Keystone
"Environment" Majestic
"The Availing Prayer"Keliance

FANCY
I
1

Grand Junction Apples

$1.75 per Box
LOCAL

NEWS

BERNALILLO COUNTY
APPLES

$1.25 per Box

Francis X. Bushman
play tonight in "The
Adv.

STARK
STAYMAN WINE SAP
SMITH CIDER.
BALDWIN
TIED

WINTER STEIN
YORK IMPERIAL

EVER.Y APPLE PERFECT
The Best tha.t Colorado Produces

Store

I
sets

Another Drop in
'

T:

15

Its for $1

Vie keep right

with the Market.

IHE Ol VIS
THE CASH GROCER

Man."

vi- i-

An Important meeting of the

M1NK.LER

J.

at the Photo

Othr

Frater

II. YORK
Grocer and Baker

i

X23

nal Brotherhood has been called tonight at the society's regular meeting
A meeting of the commissioners of
llac, the O. R. C. hall.
San Miguel county will be held tomorrow at the court house.
Finch'a Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
A marria'ge license has been issued
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv. to Francisca
Garcia,
aged 37, and
Frank Wilson, aged 53, both of Las
Mrs. IX. T. Davis, dressmaker,
Vegas.
to 407 Washington. Gowns at
popular prices. Adv.
A party passed through Las Vegas
this morning on its way from Chicago
Bacharach Brothers have arranged to Los
Angeles. The tourists travela tasty display in their window. It ed in a Chalmers car.
represents the work being done at the
present time by the Red Cross nurse's.
The county clerk has issued a marlicense to Isidora Jiron, aged 17,
riage
The board of directors of the Comand
Salas, aged 2ft. They
Benjamin
mercial club will hold its regular
are both of Ojitos Frios.
tomorrow
evening
monthly meeting
Business of importance will be
'
According to Volunteer Observer
Lewis of the Normal University the
The Ladi.38 Guild of St. Paul's Me- lowest point of temperature reached
morial church will have their annual last night wag 23 degrees. The highbazaar Saturday, December 5. Fancy est point yesterday was 58 degrees.
mince
work, aprons, home cooking,
A hunting party consisting of Br.
meat for sale. Adv.
and Mrs. William Howe, Kev. Crimm
left this
The Las Vegas lodge of Elks will and Singer D. K. Cumbie
hold a regular meeting tomorrow even- morning. They expect to spend most
All mem- of this week In hunting deer in the
ing in the Elks' clubhouse.
bers and out of town Elks in the city vicinity of Wesner's ranch.
are invited to be 'present
The Ladies' league of the First
church will hold its regular
Photoplay theater tonight, "The
Other Man," featuring Francis X. Bush meeting tomorrow afternoon at 2:30
man. Story adapted from Cosmopoli o'clock at the home of Mrs. It. F.
tan magazine. Also Kalem comedy, Johnson, 824 Seventh street.
"Si's Wonderful Mineral Springs."
At the regular meeting of the WomAdv.
an's club, which, will be held WednesStern & Nahm entertained some sheep day afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the
men yesterday at' Arriba. After the Commercial club rooms, the retiring
morning's business1' was attended to officers of the organization will en
refreshments and cigars were served tertain the members. It is urged that
and a general good time was Indulged all members of the club be present,
in. The affair marks the practical as the afternoon is sure to be highly
enjoyable.
windup of the season's sheep trade.
Pres-hyterla- n

FIBER FURNITURE,
FOR INTERIOR USE
We have Just received some very fine chairs and rockers In

"

brown finished fiber.

Some are upholstered in tapestry and creton and are made up
attractive designs Come in, look them over and get our
prices no trouble to show you them. You will not be urged to buy.
In very

?
fi

u GC

We have for your inspection the finest line of Rugs
at prices you can afford to pay.

Las

in

Vegas

John II. York has received word
from Charles F. Hummel informing
him of Hummel's marriage in the near
future. Mr. Hummel formerly was a
resident of this city but at the present
time (resides in Pottsville, Pennsylvania. He will wed Miss A. N. Guit- orman of Pottsville on Thursday.

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

PAGE FURNITURE & UNDERTAKING CO.
511 Sixth St.

Phone Vegas 114

UNDERTAKERS

UP-TO-DA-

FINEST EQUIPMENT

IN NEW MEXICO.

J
If

iif4

15he

MODERATE

PRICES

knows there is no economy in
Inferior food materials. In flour
particularly she knows thehest
is the cheapest. That is why so
many up to the times women
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell you why in unmistakable terms. Order a sack to..
day.
Ask your grocer
Quill Flour.

for

Pure

Las Vegas Roller'"Mills

There was not a single case in po
lice court this morning, " Something
new for Monday morning, which, as
will be remembered, is the first working day for the court after Saturday
night. East Las Vegas is unusually
orderly these days, the police say,
The board of education will hold
a regular meeting this evening at 7
o'clock in the city clerk's office at
the city hall. All members are urged
to be present on time. There is little
business to be transacted, and the
members will be able to get away in
time to attend the
meeting at the Commercial club
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Augerre of thai
Hotel Regent, 3fi2 Sutter street, San
Francisco, Calif., are the parents of
a baby aughter, horn. October 2f. Mrs,
Augerre will be remembered here, as
Miss Margaret Duerr, a niece of Mr.
and Mrs. H. J. Ryan. The Augerre
baby has been christened Mary Mar-

garet.

Alile Home

Best Of Everyling Eatable

IT COMES TO QUALITY IN MEATS
WE SELL AS CLOSES AS POSSIBLE,

WHEN
BEST.
THT3

Of Tiie

QUAUTY,

WE HAVE
ACCORDING

THE
TO

TO PROVE IT, TRY IT.
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CO.

STORE

POSTOFFICE CHANGES
Keeping up with the, progressive
movements of the day, changes are
being made at the pqstoffice which
will add much to the public convenience. The. office fixtures are being
so arranged that parcels poet packages will be received at an additional
window1; placed about midway in the
lobby, thus relieving the congested
condition prevalent under the old arrangement. This new scheme will
prevent the lobby from becoming
crowded.
One of the lections of private boxes
has been changed sQ as to give better
light. New electric lights have been
added to the scheme of illumination,
assuring the. public o sufficient light
at all times. These changes will add

the Cimarroni road and have been
induced to take the Cmarron road
to get back
unable
to good
highways for several days, having
lost their way In a maze or shortcuts
back to the main route.
The road commission will issue at
once logs of the main highway between here and Raton. These will be
available to autoists, who thus will be
protected against misleading informa
tion. The distance to Raton, accord
ing to the speedometer, is 111.6 miles.
Mr. Taupert says some excellent

work has been done at Wagon Mound
by the Mora county road board. At
Watrous a temporary bridge has been
built across the Sapello by enterprising citizens. This makes it possible
to cross without the great difficulty
that" formerly attended a cross-inthere following rains. This bridge
will be replaced by the new structure
for which the Mora county commissioners were to contract today.
Mr. Taupert said the beat piece of
road between here and Raton is that
connecting Las Vegas and Watrous.

AfService based on (he facilities
and experience gained during (he
past forty years is extended by the
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS
VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

vative Bank.
ESTABLISHED 1876
Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank

to the convenience and comfort of
patrons of the office, especially1 during
the busy days of the holiday season,

9B
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A REGULAR BAER
F. D. Baer, the proprietor of the
Puritan laundry, is a popular man. He
received a letter, on Saturday evening,
purporting to come from some un
known lady, telling him of her undying love.
"If you return the affection wear
the piece of pink ribbon I have en
closed," said the letter, "and I will
meet you in the lobby, of the Hotel
tonight. I will wear a pink
rose." Baer hurriedly tied the ribbon
in his buttonhole and proceeded to the
hotel.
He was met in the lobby by
six young ladies, each wearing a pink
e

rose, according to the story.

OUR

will Continue Through November
We must have room on account of putting down new
floors

throughout our store.

Hundreds of splendid values in furniture of

all ; kinds,

rugs, stoves, and household goods
You will never again have the

opportunity

of

& Son

J, C. Johnsen

TOURISTS MISDIRECTED
OVER

CIMARRON

ROAD

TIIIES APO TUBES

RATON BOOSTERS PUT UP SIGNS
DESIGNATING THE WRONG
HIGHWAY

The Normal University s the possessor of a new school song. The
WOrdS were written bv Mfso. Vrnnra
Myers of the local Institution, and the
tune is "Dixie." The Normal is the
only school in the country with a song
set to that tune. The Glee club wil.
meet tonight to try the new song. If
it is a success it will be used by the

That the people of Raton,
with those of Cimarron, are en
deavoring to misead westbound transcontinental tourists , into taking the
route via Cimarron and Taos instead
of the highway leading through Wagon Mound and lias Vegas Is the news
brought back by County Road Commissioners Robert J. Taupert and
club at .Albuquerque this month, ir..
George H. Hunker, who made a trip
to the. Colfax county seat by automo-milDr. Frank
H. H. Roberts of the
Saturday.
New Mexico Normal University, has
Mr. Taupert today told a represenannounced that the new course of tative of The Optic that the Raton
study for rural schools will be ready garage men always advise tourists to
for distribution in a few days. Dr. take the Cimarron road, in spite of thp
Roberts, who is the chairman of the fact that it is in bad condition and it
committee that has the matter in would be almost impossible for a macharge, is at present reading the last chine to make the complete loop to
of the proof,
says that every Santa Fe. At a point about 15 mile3
teacher can be supplied with the south of Raton, where the Cimarron
course by December 1.
road branches off, Raton people have
placed signs designating
it as the
Yesterday in Albuquerqua church transcontinental highway, while the
es Phil H. LeNoir and P. S. Scatter- Camino Real ia marked in small litday of this city spoke In behalf of tho ers: "State Road." The Cimarron
proposed Y. M. C. A. building for the road at this point is nicely graded,
Duke, City. Secretary Scatterday of, giving It the appearance of being the
the local Y. M. C. A. spoke in the, most traveled highway. Tho grading
Baptist church and Mr. LeNoir address goes but a few miles, however, and
ed a congregation at the Christian j the thoroughfare deteriorates into a
church. These two men have work-- i hard road to travel, according to Mr
ed steadily for the building at Albu Taupert.
The road commissioner
querque. If the sister city gets a Y. says he has ibeen Informed by tourists
M. C. A., much of the credit will be- that they have been induced to take
long to Scatterday and CNolr.

1915 GREAT MAJESTIC
- GTEEZ
'nAflGE
JUST RECEIVED
MAIN

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Non-Ski- n

ALL

.piiK

'GONE AT OUR SHOP

or Dye
your old
Garments.

Everything in Hardware and Furniture.

Next to Erldge

WE CAN PLEASE YOU

Lis

Vrss

S'f?ni laundry

.

'GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
o
SOMETHING

I

COMING

If

Clean

379

Ludwig'.VVm. iifeld

such

prices, on so clean and complete a stock.
AUTO STAGE
Automobile stage line to Mora. tri.
weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
urday, leaving Murphey's corner 8 a.
m., arriving Mora 9:45 flUm. Leave
Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas 5:45 p.
m. Fare for round trip, $5; one way,
$3. Round trip tickets good for one
week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.

SEETHE

PHONE

THE:

Word was received here today of
the death of Charles Dyer of Denver.
Mr. Dyer formerly was a resident of
this city being superintendent of the
New Mexico division of the Santa Fe
railroad. He left the employ of the
railroad some years ago and moved
to Denver. At the time of his death
he was vice president of the Ameri
can Car company. Mr. Dyer died in
Denver yesterday afternoon, and will
ho burled tomorrow afternoon at 2
o'clock in that city.

-

A. L. Gump, the bnrber, Is having
the ceiling of his shop replastered.

LAUVER

STEARNS'

Fresh Cider

North

1914.

9,

The Ladies' Aid society of the
Methodist Episcopal church will meet
at the home of Mm O. W. Hereford;
717 Fifth street, tomorrow afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock. A full attendance is
desired.

EXTRA

TONIGHT

Cutler Brothers, Insurance.
west corner of Plaza. Adv.

LAWVEtt

ARTHUR

NOVEMBER

MUTUAL THEATER

Old Tayior WTilsKey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv. '

Extra - Fancy - Apples

MONDAY,

Li

LmJ

JJ Laa

I

